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Introduction Graphics

In using Heath/Zenith H/Z89 or H/Z19 computer equipment,
you are probably aware o-F the machines existing graphics
capabilities. However, this is very different from the graphics
capabilities of the same equipment once the Interactive Graphics
Controller (IGC) has been installed. The existing graphics of
this equipment is known as Character Graphics. Whereas, the IGC
adds a far more powerful type of graphics known as High
Resolution or Pixel Graphics.

Character graphics makes use of a set of graphic
characters or symbols, much like the other alphabetic and
numeric symbols which can be displayed on the screen. Each
character is simply a different pattern of dots all based on a
common 8 by 10 dot matrix.

Graphics on a standard H/Z89 or H/Z19 are composed of
these same characters, by arranging them into differnt patterns.
This severely limits the creativity of the programmer because of
the poor amount of detail that is possible on a 80 column by 25
line screen. Moreover, the process of composing images out of
this small set of characters is extremely tedious.

High resolution graphics are comprised of the same dots
that are used to build characters, but there is an important
difference. With the IGC device these dots or pixels are
individually controllable. You are no longer limited to a
predetermined set of characters, and the resolution of an image
that can be drawn is greatly increased.

With Pixel Graphics the programmer no longer needs to be
concerned about constructing the individual components of a
line, box, or circle. Now, single commands draw entire
geometric figures by simply specifying the positions for these
objects.
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The Interactive Graphics Control1er/Pseudo Disk system
greatly extends the utility of the H/Z89 and H/Z19 by
incorporating the latest in semiconductor technology into these
fine machines. The IGC not only provides the most powerful
monochrome graphics available on any Heath/Zenith equipment, the
large video memory area can also be used for many other
purposes, such as a Pseudo Disk. In addition, the IGC package
provides 2 Centronics Printer Interfaces, and 2 Graphics Input
Device Ports for truly interactive graphics appl ications.

The IGC produces a high resolution video image of 640 by
250 pixels (640 by 500 in interlace mode) that can be displayed
simultaneously with the existing video of the H/Z89 of H/Z19,
and all of the existing functions of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 remain
intact.

Three independent video memory pages exist, each capable
of being selected as either the drawing page or the display
page. This allows for several images to be drawn and stored at
the same time for true video animation.

The Interactive Graphics Device Drivers (IG: and IGC:)
are both powerful and easy to use. Images can be drawn using
either absolute or relative coordinates, with a selectable
origin position. Numerous styles can be selected for use with
the various drawing commands, which can be performed from any
1anguage.

Single commands can be used to reposition, scale, and
rotate entire images without tedious recalculations. Any page of
the IGC video memory can be printed on a number of different
printer types through either a parallel or serial interface.



Installation Power Supply

Step #1, Getting Started

To begin the installation of the Interactive Graphics
Controller position the H/Z89 or H/Z19 on a table with the
cover removed. It may require a screwdriver to release the two
side latches which fasten the cover closed. Turn the H/Z89 or
H/Z19 so that the right side (from the front) is positioned
comfortably in front of you.

Refer to Illustration A during the process of installing
the IGC Power Supply Board. Please be sure to read each step
completely before performing any part of that step.

Step #2, Disk Drive and Shield Removal

Remove the disk drive unit mounted in the front panel of
the H/Z89 (if one is present) to provide easier access to the
mounting holes for the IGC Power Supply Board installation. The
drive is released by removing two screws from the top, a third
screw near the bottom, and two cables that connect to the drive
unit’s circuit board in back. The drive unit can then be pulled
out from the front of the Hz'Z89 cabinet.

Next, remove the drive unit shield. This sheild either
partially or completely surrounded the drive unit before it was
removed. The sheild may be held in place by 4 screws that
fasten it to the front of the H/Z89 unit. Set the disk drive
unit and shield away until needed.

Step *3, Filter Capacitor Removal

Locate the large filter capacitor which is mounted in
the base of the H/Z89 or Hz'Z19 directly beside the power
transformer. The top of this capacitor may be covered by a blue
plastic insulator. The filter capacitor is mounted to the base
with a capacitor clamp and has four connecting wires, colored
blue and black.

Use a screwdriver to remove the two screws which fasten
the capacitor clamp to the base, but do not remove the clamp or
the wires from the capacitor.

Lift the capacitor (with clamp and wires attached) out
over the side of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 base. Carefully, pull the
filter capacitor out as far as possible to provide sufficient
wire length to work with.

In some cases there may be an uninsulated ground strap
connecting to the capacitor clamp and screwed to the base of the
H/Z89 or H/Z19 cabinet. If it is present, disconnect it from
the filter capacitor clamp.
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Step #4, Filter Capacitor Remounting

Attach the -filter capacitor to the ISC Power Supply
Board with two #6 screws, two #6 lock washers, and two #6 nuts.
Be sure that the -filter capacitor is attached to the component
(not foil) side of the IGC Power Supply Board and that the blue
and black wires attached to the capacitor are routed away in the
direction of the top of the board.

Step #5, IGC Power Supply Board Mounting

During the following step, check to be sure that no
metallic objects are close enough that they might make contact
with the foil side of the IGC Power Supply Board once it has
been installed- There may be grounding straps and solder lugs
attached to the filter capacitor clamp and/or the power
transformer. These must either be removed or positioned away
from the IGC Power Supply Board or they will create a severe
short circuit hazard.

If a bare ground strap cable is present, it must be
insulated. Fasten it to the base of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 unit
with one of the adhesive insulating tapes provided. Position
the cable so that it does not pass underneath the IGC Power
Supply Board. Be sure to save the second piece of insulating
tape, it will be needed later.

Slowly position the IGC Power Supply Board into the base
of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 at the same position at which the filter
capacitor was mounted. This step requires some care and
patience, as the board must be worked through the many wires and
cables in the way. The IGC Power Supply Board should be
positioned so that its two mounting holes are directly above
the mounting holes in the base at which the filter capacitor was
attached, with the small transformer on the board toward the
interior of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 unit.

Do not be afraid to pull the bulk of wires in this area
up out of the way so that this board can be mounted. Feel free
to cut any wire ties (DO NOT CUT ANY WIRES) needed to ease this
operation. Replacement wire ties are provied for rebundling
the wires after installation.

In some cases, the corner of the Video Board (the board
mounted in the bottom of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 unit, under the CRT)

heat sink may interfere with the mounting of the IGC Power
Supply Board. If this is the case with your unit, it will be
necesary to loosen the mounting screws of the Video Board so
that the IGC Power Supply Board can be slipped under the corner
of the Video Board heat sink. Once this is done, both boards
can then be mounted firmly in place.
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Once installed, there should be no wires beneath the IGC
Power Supply Board. These wires should be routed over the top
of the two large -filter capacitors on this board.

Use two #6 screws and two #6 lock washers to -fasten the
IGC Power Supply Board to the H/Z89 or H/Z19 base using the same
two mounting holes that the large filter capacitor clamp was
originally mounted to.

Step #6, Power Supply Cables Installation for the H/Z89

If you are installing the IGC Power Supply Board into an
H/Z19 and not an H/Z89, skip this step and proceed to Step #7.

Locate the 3 white power cables that have been provided.
The longest of these cables has a 2 pin connector at each end,
this is the IGC Power Supply Output Cable. The other two cables
have 3 pin connectors, they are the AC Line Input Cables.

Begin by connecting either end of the Output Cable to
the 2 pin output connector on the IGC Power Supply Board. The
other end of this cable will be connected to the Graphics
Controller, later.

WARNING! Take extreme care when connecting cables to
the IGC Power Supply Board. Never join two connectors of an
unequal number of pins. Never join two connectors unless they
fit together easily without force. The single 2 pin connector
on this board is the low voltage output, it must never be
confused with the two 3 pin AC line connectors (high voltage).

Each of the 3 connectors on the IGC Power Supply Board
has a locking ramp for polarization. Each time a cable is
connected to one of these connectors be absolutely certain that
the ramp on the connector of the cable is positioned toward the
ramp on the connector of the circuit board that it joins with.
The slots in the connector on the cable’s end must always be
positioned away from the ramp on the circuit board’s connector.

Next, locate the AC line cable that connected to the fan
before the H/Z89 cover was removed. This cable comes through an
opening in the unit’s base under the existing power supply
board. Join the free end of this cable with the short (about 3
inches) AC Line Cable. Only the end of this cable without the
locking ramp can be connected to the fan cable.

Now, connect the other end of the short AC Line Cable
(the end with the locking ramp) to one of the two 3 pin AC Line
Input connectors on the IGC Power Supply Board. These two 3 pin
AC Line Input Connectors are interchangeable.

Connect the long AC Line Input Cable to the other 3 pin
AC Line Input Connector on the IGC Power Supply Board, just as
the short cable is connected. The free end of this long cable
will now be your fan cable.
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Step #7, Power Supply Cables Installation for the H/Z19

If you are installing the IGC Power Supply Board into an
H/Z89 and not an H/Z19, skip this step and proceed to step #8.

Locate the 2 white power cables that have been provided.
The longest of these cables has a 2 pin connector at each end,
this is the IGC Power Supply Output Cable. The other cable has
a single 3 pin connector at one end, this is the AC Line Input
Cable.

Begin by connecting either end of the Output Cable to
the 2 pin output connector on the IGC Power Supply Board. The
other end of this cable will be connected to the Graphics
Controller, later.

WARNING! Take extreme care when connecting cables to
the IGC Power Supply Board. Never join two connectors of an
unequal number of pins. Never join two connectors unless they
fit together easily without force. The single 2 pin connector
on this board is the low voltage output, it must never be
confused with the two 3 pin AC line connectors (high voltage).

Each of the 3 connectors on the IGC Power Supply Board
has a locking ramp for polarization. Each time a cable is
connected to one of these connectors be absolutely certain that
the ramp on the connector of the cable is positioned toward the
ramp on the connector of the circuit board that it joins with.
The slots in the connector on the cable’s end must always be
positioned away from the ramp on the circuit board’s connector.

Remove the two screws that hold the chassis cover in
place over the AC section of the H/Z19 power supply. This is
the metal piece in which the unit’s power switch and fuse are
mounted. Gently pull the chassis cover outward to provide access
to the solder lugs of the 115V/230V Switch (SW1). This switch
is mounted on the bottom of the H/Z19 unit. Do not confuse it
with the main power switch (SW3) or the low voltage switch (SW2).

Connect the AC Line Input Cable to either of the 3 pin
connectors on the IGC Power Supply Board. Route the bare end of
this cable through the opening in the H/Z19 base into the AC
power section. This opening is located underneath the H/Z19
Power Supply Board.

Note that in the following step the AC Line Input Cable
will be soldered onto 2 of the solder lugs on switch SW1. In
some cases this switch may be positioned horizontally above SW2,
or it may be mounted vertically beside SW2. Refer to
Illustration B to identify SW1 and the 2 solder lugs at which
the AC Line Input Cable is to be attached. The correct solder
lugs have been indicated with two X symbols in the i 1lustration.

Solder either of the two bare ends of the AC Line Input
cable onto lug number 3 on SHI. Solder the other bare conductor
of this same cable onto lug number 6 of SW1.
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Carefully inspect the solder connections you have just
made to be sure that they are correct, and that all of the
solder lugs are well insulated from one another- Then,
reinstall the chassis cover of the AC section of the H/Z19 power
supply.

Illustration B

Older H/Z19’s Newer H/Z19’s

j AC Line Cord

Step #8, Power Supply Installation Tests

Reinstall the H/Z89 or H/Z19 cover so that the IGC Power
Supply Board can be tested. Join the long AC Line Input Cable
with the fan cable in the unit’s cover, if present. Once again,
inspect the AC lines and be sure their connection to the IGC
Power Supply Board is correct. Then, close the cover of the
H/Z89 or H/Z19 and plug in the unit’s AC line cord.

Turn on the power switch to the H/Z89 or H/Z19. The
unit should begin operating as usual. If not, turn the power
switch off and check the unit’s fuse- A blown fuse is an
indication of an installation error.

If you have a voltmeter, test the output of the IGC
Power Supply Board at the free end of the 2 conductor Output
Cable for about 13 Volts DC. This measurement may deviate by as
much as 3 Volts maximum. Do not proceed to install the
Interactive Graphics Controller or the Universal Parallel
Interface Board unless the IGC Power Supply Board operates
properly.
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Step #1, Inter-Face Board Installation -For an H8

If you are installing the Universal Parallel Interface
Board into an H/Z89 and not an H8 computer, skip this step and
proceed to Step #2.

The installation of the H8 version of the Interface
Board is very straightforward. Simply connect the board to any
available bus slot inside the H8 mainframe. Refer to the
Configuration section for information on setting the various
jumpers on this board. If you have any special accessory cables
to install, such as a Centronics printer cable, proceed to the
accessories installation section. Otherwise, proceed directly
to the Graphics Controller installation section.

Step #2, CPU Logic Board Removal

Start by removing the CPU Logic Board from the H/Z89
unit. The CPU Logic Board is the large board mounted vertically
directly behind the CRT of the H/Z89. The smaller boards which
are attached to the CPU Logic Board may remain attached.

Several cables must be detached from the CPU Logic Board
and the smaller boards to facilitate their removal. Be sure to
take note of how these cables are connected so that you can
reconnect them properly once this installation proceedure is
complete.

Step #3, Mounting Hardware Removal

In some cases there may be a Support Bracket that
connects the CPU Logic Board to the front of the H/Z89 cabinet,
just above the CRT. Remove this bracket if it is present, it
will no longer be needed once the Interactive Graphics
Controller has been installed.

Locate the Accessory Mounting Brackets that connect to
the top of the CPU Logic Board to support the smaller accessory
boards. There may be just one located on the right side, or a
second one on the left side- Remove any aluminum or rubber
spacers that may exist on the tops of these mounting brackets,
these spacers will no longer be needed.

If an Accessory Mounting Bracket is present on the left
side of the CPU Logic Board, remove it. This bracket will be
reinstalled later. Do not remove the mounting bracket on the
right side.

Step #4, Interface Board Installation

Plug the Universal Parallel Interface Board onto one of
the 3 bus slots on the left side of the H/Z89 CPU Logic Board.
Any of the 3 left side slots can be used. They are numbered
P501—P507, P502—P508, and P503—P509. This board can not be
connected to any of the 3 bus slots on the right side of the CPU
Logic Board.
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Reinstall the left Accessory Mounting Bracket to the CPU
Logic Board to support the Interface Board.

Step #5, CPU Control Cable Installation

Locate and remove the Integrated Circuit U553 from its
socket on the CPU Logic Board. It’s the first IC to the left of
the DIP switch CSW501), near the bottom right corner of the CF'U
Logic Board. Check to be sure that the IC chip you have removed
has 14 pins and bears the part number 74LS32. The part number
may not match exactly, but it should be close.

Locate the CPU Control Cable. This cable has a single 8
pin connector at one end and a black 14 pin DIP plug at the
other. Note that one corner of the DIP plug is notched to
indicate pin 1.

Plug the black DIP plug of the CPU Control Cable into
the U5S3 socket. Be sure to position pin 1 of the DIP plug so
that it connects to pin 1 of the U553 socket. Pin 1 should be
labeled on the CPU Logic Board beside the U553 socket. Once
connected, the small wire attached to the DIP Plug should exit
from the top. The IC chip removed from U553 will no longer be
needed.

Connect the free end of the CPU Control Cable to the 8
pin connector at the top right corner of the Interface Board.
This connector must be positioned so that the 3 conductor cable
enters the 8 pin connector shell on the right side. The 8 slots
cut in the body of the connector shell must be positioned up and
not down.

This completes the installation of the Universal
Parallel Interface Board. Before reinstalling the CPU Logic
Board, you may proceed to install the Interactive Graphics
Controller- However, if you have any special accessory cables
to install, such as a Centronics Printer Cable proceed to the
accessories installation section first, and install these cables
before you begin the installation of the Graphics Controller.

For the following steps refer to Illustration C. Note
that for these steps you may wish to remove the Terminal Logic
Board from the H/Z89 or H/Z19 unit to aid the installation
process, but this is not required. The Terminal Logic Board is
the second large board mounted vertically behind the CPU Logic
Board, which should have already been removed.

Note that in the following steps references will be made
to the "CPU Logic Board" eventhough this board may not be
present if you are installing the Graphics Controller into an
H/Z19 unit. Even if the CPU Logic Board is not present, it is
still important to keep in mind that it would mount just in
front of the Terminal Logic Board.
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Step #1, Character ROM installation

Begin by locating the character generator ROM on the
Terminal Logic Board and then remove it- This is a large 24 pin
Integrated Circuit positioned in the top left corner of the
Board- The character ROM is labeled either as 0473 or 0420 on
the circuit board.

Plug the character ROM you have just removed into the
empty character ROM socket on the Interactive Graphics
Controller. This socket is located immediately beside the
Terminal Interface Connector which is labeled as "Terminal1' on
this board-

Note that this ROM must not be installed onto the IGC if
you have purchased an Alternate Character Set ROM. Such a part
replaces the ROM from the Terminal Logic Board completely.
Refer to the Accessories Installation section for details.

Be certain to position pin 1 of the Character ROM toward
the top (the direction of the Power Connector) of the IGC board,
just as the other chips on this board are positioned.

Step #2, Terminal Interface Cable Installation

Plug the 24 pin DIP plug of the Terminal Interface Cable
into the now vacant IC socket at either U473 or U420 on the
Terminal Logic Board so that the cable exits from the top of the
DIP plug and extends out over the Terminal Logic Board’s heat
sink.

The Terminal Interface Cable is about 10 inches in
length and has 4 DIP plug connectors at one end and a single 34
pin socket connector at the other. This cable is for connection
between the Terminal Logic Board and the Interactive Graphics
Controller.

Locate and remove a 14 pin IC chip at either 11477 or
U423 on the Terminal Logic Board. This IC chip is the second
one below the Character ROM socket on this board. Check to be
sure that the part you remove bears the part number 74LS0B.
This IC chip will no longer be needed.

Now, plug the 14 pin DIP Plug of the Terminal Interface
Cable that has a 2 conductor wire into this empty socket- This
is the same DIP plug that connects to the Terminal Interface
Cable closest to the 24 pin DIP plug.

Note that one corner of the DIP plug is notched to
indicate pin 1. Be sure to position pin 1 of the DIP plug so
that it connects to pin 1 of the IC socket. Pin 1 should be
labeled on the Terminal Logic Board beside the IC socket- Once
connected, the small wire attached to the DIP Plug should exit
to the right.
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Illustration C
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Next, locate and remove a 14 pin IC chip at U428 on the
Terminal Logic Board. This IC chip is located at the very top
o-f this board. Check to be sure that the part you remove bears
the part number 74LS74. This IC chip will no longer be needed.

Plug the 14 pin DIP Plug of the Terminal Interface Cable
that has a 4 conductor wire into this empty socket. Again, be
sure to position the notched corner of the DIP plug with the pin
1 designation on the circuit board. The attached wire should
exit to the left of this DIP plug.

Finally, locate and remove a 16 pin IC chip at either
U412 or U427 on the Terminal Logic Board. This device may be
located in one of two different places.

With older model H/Z89 and H/Z19s, U412 is located to
the immediate left of U428 which is the socket that you just
installed a DIP plug into. If this is the case with your
Terminal Logic Board, then use this socket, U412.

If U412 is not present beside U428 you must use U427
instead, which is located beneath the small metal shield in the
center of the Terminal Logic Board, on the component side. Note
that there may be a LJ412 located elsewhere on the board, but it
can not be used.

The shield is attached by 3 screws. If necesary, remove
the shield and set it aside. It will no longer be needed.

The part removed from either U412 or U427 must have 16
pins and bear the part number 74LS161. This IC chip will no
1onger be needed.

Plug the 16 pin DIP Plug of the Terminal Interface Cable
that has a 4 conductor wire into the empty socket at either U412
or U427. Again, be sure to position the notched corner of the
DIP plug with the pin 1 designation on the circuit board. The
attached wire should exit to the left of this DIP plug.

Step *3, CPU Interface Cable Installation

Locate the CPU Interface Cable and connect it to the
Universal Parallel Interface Board which has already been
installed. Some models of the interface board have two 34 pin
header connectors in which case the lower one must be used.

For an H/Z89 unit, this cable is about 12 inches in
length and has a 34 pin socket connector at each end. This
cable must be connected so that it extends into the interior of
the H/Z89, and not in the direction of the left side of the
cabinet.

With an H/Z19—H8 system, the CPU interface cable is
about 6 feet in length and has a 34 pin socket connector at each
end. This cable must be routed out of the back of the H8
mainframe and into the back of the H/Z19 cabinet. Bring the
cable up along the back of the Terminal Logic Board to the
Graphics Controller.
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Step #4, CPU Logic Board Reinstallation

Reinstall the CPU Logic Board if you removed it earlier.
Also, reinstall the Terminal Logic Board if it was removed.
During this process, take great care that the DIP plugs
installed onto the Terminal Logic Board earlier are not knocked
loose. Also, check to be sure that all of the cables that
originally connected to these two boards are properly
reconnected.

The free end of the Terminal Interface Cable must extend
upward between the CPU (if present) and Terminal Logic Boards
for connection to the IGC.

Do not reinsert the 2 screws that fasten the CPU Logic
board into place. The Graphics Controller Mounting Brackets
will be connected here.

Step #5, Graphics Controller Installation

Press the remaining strip of adhesive insulating tape
that was provided into place on top of the CRT. This insulator
must cover the center portion of the top of the metal band that
extends around the glass CRT tube.

Connect the free end of the CPU Interface Cable just
installed, to the CPU Interface Connector on the Interactive
Graphics Controller. This is a 34 pin header connector and is
labeled "CPU'1 on the circuit board. For an H/Z89 this cable
should be connected so that the ribbon cable exits from the
bottom of the 34 pin connector socket and be routed underneath
the Graphics Controller. With an H/Z19 the ribbon cable should
exit to the top and go down the back of the Terminal Logic
Board.

Connect the free end of the Terminal Interface Cable to
the Terminal Interface Connector on the Graphics Controller This
is a 34 pin header connector and is labeled "Terminal" on the
circuit board.

Lower the Graphics Controller down into place above the
CRT with the CPU and Terminal Interface Connectors positioned in
front of the CPU and/or Terminal Logic Boards. The components
on the IGC should be on the top side with the left and right IGC
Mounting Brackets extending around the sides of the CPU Logic
Board position.

Step #6, Final Installation

Check to be sure that the bottom of the IGC is
completely insulated from all metallic objects underneath the
board. The IGC should be spaced about 1/2 of an inch above the
Left and Right Accessory Mounting Brackets (if present), and the
plastic insulator installed earlier should protect it from
contacting the metal band around the CRT.
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Locate the 2 small aluminum shoulder spacers that have
been provided. Note that you may have received some spares, but
only 2 will be needed. Push one o-F the spacers into the hole
provided in the Left IGC Mounting Bracket so that the spacer
extends inward (toward the IGC circuit board). In the same
manner, push the other spacer into the hole of the Right IGC
Mounting Bracket so that it extends inward. You may need to use
pliers to squeeze these spacers into place.

Simultaneously, hold both of the spacers in place and
gently pull the Left and Right IGC Mounting Brackets apart so
that they can be pushed around the Vertical Mounting Brackets
that support the CPU and/or Terminal Logic Boards. Align the
spacers in the IGC Mounting Brackets with the 2 screw holes in
the Vertical Mounting Brackets that were originally intended to
mount the CPU Logic Board.

Fasten the IGC into place with two 5/8 inch #6 screws by
inserting them through the IGC Mounting Bracket Holes, through
the shoulder spacers, and into the bushings of the CPU Logic
Board. If you do not have the CPU Logic Board (H/Z19), also use
two #6 lock washers and two #6 nuts to complete this mounting.

Connect the free end of the IGC Power Supply Output
Cable to the Graphics Controller at the 2 pin Power Connector.

WARNING! Take extreme care that this cable is connected
properly. The locking ramp of the connector on the free end of
the cable must join with the locking ramp of the Power Connector
on the IGC. The 2 slots in the connector at the end of the
cable must face downward against the circuit board.

This completes the installation of the Interactive
Graphics Controller.

Step #7, Initial Tests

Connect the AC Line Cord to the H/Z89 or H/Z19 and turn
the power switch on. The unit should operate as usual. If
not, power the unit down immediately and re—check your
installation. Also, refer to the Trouble Shooting Guide for
assistance.

If the unit does operate properly, boot a system disk
and run the IGCTEST utility provided on the IGC Software
Distribution Diskettes.
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Centronics Printer Cable

The Universal Parallel Interface Board -features 2
Centronics Parallel Ports, each of which can be used to drive a
separate printer provided that they have a 36 pin Centronics
type input.

To install a Centronics cable for use with the Universal
Parallel Interface Board, the Interactive Graphics Controller
(if present) must be hinged up into the vertical position.

The two piece Centronics cable features an internal
section, for connection to the H/Z89 backplate, and a longer
external section for connection to the printer.

Begin by connecting the 10 and 12 pin connectors at one
end of the internal cable to one set of the 10 and 12 pin
connectors on the Interface Board. The 10 and 12 pin connector
set closest to the CPU Logic Board should be used first, if they
are not already being used.

Route the free end of the internal cable down and under
the CPU and Terminal Logic Boards and to the backplate. Use the
supplied mounting hardware to fasten the free end of the
internal cable to the inside of the backplate. Any available
DB—25 mounting hole can be used.

The external portion of the cable can then simply be
connected between the outside of the backplate and the
Centronics interface of the printer.

Atari Adapter Cable

The Atari Adapter Cable can be connected to either of
the 2 Input Device Interfaces on the Interactive Graphics
Controller. The slotted side of the 12 pin connector should be
positioned downwards when connected. The free end of the cable
can then be connected to any standard digital Atari or Wico
trackball or joystick.

The standard Heath/Zenith backplate does not provide a
DB—9 mounting hole, so the cable will have to be simply routed
out of an available opening. Note that replacement backplates
are available which do provide DB—9 mounting holes.

Alternate Character Set ROM

To install an Alternate Character Set Generation ROM,
simply remove any ROM that may already be present on the
Interactive Graphics Controller and replace it with the new ROM.
The character ROM sockets are the 2 large 24 pin IC sockets next
to the Terminal Interface Connector in the bottom left corner of
the board.
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The socket closest to the Terminal Interface is only for
use with 2k ROMs that contain a single character set, such as
the standard Heath character ROM. The other 24 pin IC socket
(further from the Terminal Interface Connector) should be used
for 4k (2732) ROMs that contain 2 character sets, such as an
alternate character set ROM. Both sockets should never be used
si multaneously.

Be certain to position pin 1 of the Character ROM toward
the top (the direction of the Power Connector) of the IOC board,
just as the other chips on this board are positioned.

128k Memory Expansion

The IGC features the capability to use 2 sets of 64k
Dynamic RAMs for a total of 128k bytes of memory by a process
known as piggybacking. 128k bytes of piggybacked memory is
normally provided by SigmaSoft installed as an option. This
information is provided only for those who have a good knowledge
of such memory devices. SigmaSoft recommends that this option
be factory installed for testing reasons.

For a total of 128k of memory, 8 sets of 2 4164-150ns
DRAMs must be soldered together pin for pin with the exception
of pin 15 (CAS). Pin 15 on each of the devices on the top row
should be bent up and connected with a jumper to the individual
holes provided beside each memory socket.

A 74LS00 must be installed beside jumper J5 and a
74LS153 must be present beside jumper JI. The value of the 33pf
silver mica capacitor located beside the 74LS14 device should be
reduced to 10pf. Also, the jumper J5 must be placed in the
piggyback position. Refer to the Configuration section.

256k Memory Expansion Kit Installation

The 256k Memory Expansion Kit contains eight 256k memory
chips, a 74LS14, a 74LS153, and a silver mica capacitor. Begin
the installation of this kit by removing the Interactive
Graphics Controller from the H/Z89 or H/Z19 unit by unpluging
it’s three cables and unscrewing the two #6 mouting screws that
fasten it to the CPU board’s mounting brackets. The graphics
board has two long steel brackets that are fastened to each side
and should be left intact.

Place the graphics board on a work bench and position it
so that these steel brackets are horizontal and all of the
interface connectors that run along one side are to your left.
At the far side of the board there should now be a large black
heat sink and the board label which reads "The Interactive
Graphics Controller". This is considered to be the top of the
board.
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Locate the eight 16 pin memory chip sockets which run
along the bottom of the board (edge nearest you). These sockets
will either contain eight 64k memory chips (64k boards) or
sixteen 64k chips piggybacked together (128k boards). 64k
memory chips will have a part number similar to 4164-15 or
4564-15 etc.

Remove all of the memory chips -From these eight sockets.
If you have a 128k board, you must first remove the small jumper
wire that connects each pair of memory chips to the printed
circuit board. The best way to do this is to push the wire off
of the bent up pin with the tip of a hot soldering iron, then
remove the chips and unsolder the jumper wires from the board
1ast.

Both the 64k memory chips you are removing and the 256k
memory chips you will be installing are static sensistive
devices. These devices are protected from damage by static when
they are plugged into the board but must be placed in conductive
foam or aluminum foil when they are out of the circuit board.

Install the eight 256k memory chips provided into the
emptied memory sockets. These components will have a part
number similar to 41256—15. As you install each of these parts,
carefully bend the pins against a hard metal surface to adjust
the pin spacing to plug into the sockets easily. Each chip has
a notch or dot at one end which must point towards the top of
the board.

Locate jumper J5 in the lower right corner of the
graphics controller just above the memory chip sockets. It is
labeled on the printed circuit board foil. Remove the chip with
a part number of 74LS00 from the 14 pin socket to the immediate
left of this jumper. This socket will already be empty if you
have a 64k board. This part will no longer be needed.

Remove the plug jumper from J5 and reposition it upward
if it is not already in that position. Refer to the
Configuration section.

Locate jumper JI in the upper left corner of the
graphics controller. It is labeled on the printed circuit board
foil. The 16 pin socket to the immediate left of this jumper
must have a chip installed with the part number 74LS153. If you
have a 64k board this socket will be empty and you should
install the 74LS153 provided. Be sure to position the notched
or dotted end of this chip towards the top of the board.

Locate the 74LS14 near the center of the board. There
are two brownish red colored capacitors located to the immediate
right of this component. Replace this 74LS14 with the new one
provided. Be carefull not to confuse the old and new parts as
they both have the same part number. Remember to position the
notched or dotted end of the chip towards the top of the board.
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The final step of the 256k memory kit installation is to
replace one of the brownish red colored capacitors located
beside the 74LS14 with the new one provided. As summarized in
the chart below, the 1st of these capacitors (the one closest to
the 74LS14) should be labeled with the number 680 (below the
CM05 number). The value on the 2nd capacitor (on the right)
will either be 330 or 100 depending on the size of the installed
memory chips. This is the capacitor which must be replaced.

IBC Board Timing Capacitor Values

is removed.

64K Boards 128k Boards 256k Boards

1st Capacitor
2nd Capacitor

680 (68pf)
330 (33pf)

680 (68pf)
100 (10pf)

680 (68pf)
101 (100pf)

Take extreme care
leads of this component fit
printed circuit board and

when removing this capacitor,
very tightly into the holes of

the foil may be damaged when the

The
the
part

Use the enclosed copper desoldering wick to remove the
solder from the holes so that the new capacitor can be inserted.
If a foil is damaged refer to the pictorial below to repair it
using the provided Kynar wire.

Printed Circuit Board Foil Around the 74LS14 Device

This completes the installation of the 256k memory
expansion kit. Reinstall the graphics controller and run the
IGCTEST utility for all four memory banks to test the new memory
chips. If the test utility reports any errors, carefully
re—inspect your work.
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Port Address Selection Jumpers

The set of jumpers in the lower right corner of the
Universal Parallel Interface Board are the Port Address
Selection Jumpers. Some models of the interface board have four
jumpers here and some have five (with a sixth jumper to the far
left). The right most jumper (Bit 3) is not present on the
boards with just four jumpers and should be ignored in the
diagram below.

The positions of these jumpers determine the port
address zone of the Universal Parallel I/O Board and all devices
interfaced through it, including the Interactive Graphics
Controller. The standard port address of 8 decimal should be
selected as shown below.

Port Address Selection Jumpers

Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit

1 0 1 01 1 0 “I 1
I
1 0 1

1
1 Io j May not

0 0 1 o 1 Ho Ho 1 be
0 o 0 0 1

1
0 Q

1
0 i ® 0 i

i v
i

l present

Each of the five jumpers correspond to an address bit
(A3 through A7), which together form a binary number which gives
the first port address of the selected eight port address zone.
The first three bits from the right (A0 through A2) determine
the local ports (one of eight) and so are considered to be zero
when calculating the zone address. Remember that the calculated
port address is only the first address of eight.

Unless your needs require a special port address, the
port address setting illustrated above is recommended. If you
must change the port address setting there are two important
guidelines you must follow. The Universal Parallel Board must
not be configured to operate at a port address that is currently
being used by any other device connected to the H/Z89 computer.
Also, there may be software changes that have to be made when
the port address setting is modified.

The Enable Jumper

The Enable Jumper is located to the immediate right of
the large 24 pin IC on the Universal Parallel Interface Board.
This jumper must be in the on position for the interface to
operate. When the Enable Jumper is placed in the off position,
the port decoding circuitry of the interface is disabled. This
effectively disconnects all devices from the H/Z89 computer that
are interfaced through this board. For operation of the IGC
system, be sure that this jumper is in the upward position as
shown. This jumper is not present on some models.
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The IGC contains five jumpers which allow the user some
flexibility in configuring the operation of the device for his
specific needs. However, these jumpers can interfere with the
operation of the IGC if not set properly. Refer to the chart
below for a summary of the functions of these jumpers. The
positions of the jumpers shown in this chart are the most common
settings.

Interlaced Pixel Video (JI and J4)

Interlaced video is a mode that doubles the pixel
resolution of the video image displayed on the CRT screen of the
H/Z89 or H/Z19. The trade—off in using interlaced video is that
the refresh rate of the screen is reduced, and this can result
in a noticable flicker in the image. The severity of the
flicker depends on the type of CRT screen installed in your
machine. Amber CRTs are the best suited for interlaced video.
If your unit has a white or green CRT screen you may not wish to
use interlaced video. However, some people find the flicker
less objectionable than others.

In order to use interlaced video, you must have
installed a Super19, or Ultra ROM onto your Terminal Logic
Board. Also, the IGs or IGCs device driver must be set for the
proper interlace mode, and for the particular terminal code ROM
(Super19/01tra ROM) that you have installed.

Two different modes of interlaced video are supported by
the IGC, page interlace, and bank interlace. If your IGC has
only 64k bytes of memory, you can not use bank interlace mode.
However, 64k byte systems can use page interlace mode instead.
128k and 256k byte systems should use bank interlace mode only.
Both page and bank interlace modes must never be selected at the
same time.

Interlaced Character Video (J2)

Character interlaced video increases the matrix
resolution of the H/Z19 or H/Z89’s entire character set from 8 x
10 to 8 x 20. This mode can not be used without a special
character ROM installed, that has been designed to produce these
characters.

50Hz/60Hz Refresh Rate (J3)

The 50Hz frame rate setting should only be selected if
your AC line frequency is 50 Hertz (European countries).

Otherwise, 60Hz frame rate should be set. Also, the setting of
this jumper must correspond to the 50Hz/60Hz selection DIP
switch on the Terminal Logic Board. The combination use of 50Hz
and interlaced video is not recommended due to the increased
flicker caused by the reduced frame rate.
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Piggybacked Memory (J5)

The 128k byte piggyback jumper allows two sets of the
less expensive 64k dynamic memories to be used as an alternative
to the 256k dynamic memories. This jumper should only be set to
the 128k piggyback position if this option has been installed.

ISC Configuration Jumper Settings

JI

Up

Down

Up

Down

Up

Down

Up

Down

Up

Down

J2

0
0
0

J3

J4

0
0
0

J5

0
0
0

Bank Interlaced Pixel Video On

Bank Interlaced Pixel Video Off

Interlaced Character Video On

Interlaced Character Video Off

50Hz Frame Rate for European Operation

60Hz Frame Rate for American Operation

Page Interlaced Pixel Video On

Page Interlaced Pixel Video Off

64k or 256k Bytes Memory

128k Bytes Piggybacked Memory
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IGs and IGCs

The Interactive Graphics Device Driver

HDDS and CP/M Versions 2.0
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and Clay D. Montgomery

Copyright (c) 1985 by

SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107

Dallas, TX 75234

This is a copyrighted proprietary software product of
SigmaSoft and Systems. All rights are reserved. Sale of this
software conveys a license for its use on a single computer
owned or operated by the purchaser. Copying, duplicating,
selling or otherwise distributing this product or its
documentation for any other purpose is prohibited.

Introduction

The Interactive Graphics device driver is a high level
graphics command processor designed especially for use with the
Interactive Graphics Controller. IG: and IGC: (the HDDS and
CP/M versions respectively) are actually a complete programming
language that combines power and ease of use to a unique degree.

These device drivers are used to create graphics images
on the IGC. They were written in Assembly Language to provide
very fast drawing speeds, even to applications written in slower
interpretive or compiled languages.

Getting Started

The device drivers are provided on the IGC
software distribution diskettes. One of these disks contains
the HDDS version and another contains the CP/M version of the
same software. Begin by copying the contents of the one you
wish to use onto a system disk. Be sure to store these
distribution diskettes in a safe place once they have been
copied onto working system disks.

The next step is configuration. The graphics driver
features a number of set options for flexibility. These set
options must be configured properly before use-
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Performing a Set Operation

The Set utilities (Set.ABS under HDDS and Set.COM under
CP/M) allow the user to configure various options available -for
a device driver. The Set utilities modify the driver by making
patches in the code of the program and then writting the patched
driver back to the device driver disk file, so that the change
need not be made again. An example of the syntax under HDDS is:

>Set IG: Help

Under CP/M type:

A>Set IGC: Help

The values specified for a set operation may be given in
several number bases by supplying the proper radix where decimal
is the default. Each time a set operation is performed the set
status table for all of the options will be displayed to verify
that the desired change has been made.

The Help Option

The Help option will display the set status of all of
the options to the system console without making any set changes
to the driver. All of the values displayed will be in decimal,
regardless of the number base they were originally set in.

The Inter Option

The Inter set option defines the video interlace mode
for all of the drawing commands of the device driver. Only one
of three different values may be specified. A value of 8 for
non—inter1ace, 1 for page interlace, and 2 for bank interlace.

The interlace mode set here must correspond to the
jumper settings on the IGC mainboard and to the terminal
initialization sequence defined with the Term set option
described below. Note that either a Super19 or Ultra ROM is
required to use an interlace mode.

The Printer Option

The Printer set option defines the printer type that is
to be used by the Print command of the device driver. Refer to
the chart below to determine the proper value for your printer
type.

Summary of Printer Type Values

Value Printer Type

0 Epson/Star Gemini/Panasonic/Riteman/Mannesman Tally
1 Integral Data Systems/Paper Tiger/Micro Prism
2 C. ITOH/Prowriter
3 Micro Peripherals Inc./99G/Bel1 and Howel1/S Printer
4 Okidata/Microline/Okigraph
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The Port Option

The Port set
Interactive Graphics
correspond to the
interface board. The

option defines the I/O port address of the
Controller. The value set here must

port address selection jumpers on the
standard setting is 8.

The Term Option

The Term set option determines the 8 byte terminal
initialization sequence which is output to the H/Z89 or H/Z19

console device when the device driver is loaded. The values
which should be set here depend on the desired interlace mode
(refer to the Inter set option) as well as the type of terminal
code ROM installed on your Terminal Logic Board. Below is a
chart which lists the values needed for the various ROMs
available. Unused values should be set to zero.

Values Required for a Term Set Option

Terminal Code ROM

Standard Heath ROM
Watzman ROM
Super19 ROM
Ultra ROM

Non—Inter1ace

27,120,49
27,120,49
27,120,49
0

Interlace (Page or Bank)

n/a
n/a
27,120,49,27,104,57
27,104,52

Set Option Summary for 16: and IGC:

Help
Inter x
Printer x
Port x
Term x,x,x,...

Print Set Option Summary With Status
Non, Page, or Bank Interlace (0, 1, or 2)

Printer Type (Epson, IDS, CITOH, MPI, Okidata)

IGC Port Address (8 Standard)

8 Byte Terminal Initialization Sequence
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Loading the Device Driver

Once the device driver you are going to use has been
configured properly, it is ready to be loaded into the operating
system. An example of this under HDOS is as follows:

>LOAD IG:

Under CP/M type:

A>LOADD IGC:

If you get an error, it will most likely be because
either the IG.DVD (HDOS) or IGC.DVD (CP/M) file is not present
on the system disk. Error messages should be self explanatory.

Note that you may be prompted about space being
available above the BIOS with CP/M. If you are unfamiliar with
this, simply hit return. Refer to the section on the Loadd.COM
utility for a complete explanation of this.

With a successful load, you are ready to draw. Under
HDOS the IGC is now the device IG:, and under CP/M the IGC is
the device PUN:. Remember that these device names can not be
used to communicate with the IGC unless the IG: or IGC: device
driver has been loaded without errors.

Executing Graphics Command Files

A graphics command file is an ASCII text file which
contains a list of commands for the IG: device driver. These
files can be identified by their .IGC extensions. If a graphics
command file is complete it can simply by copied to the driver
via PIP for execution. A number of these files are provided on
the IGC software distribution diskettes. From HDOS type:

>PIP IG:=DEMO.IGC

From CP/M type:

A>PIP PUN:=DEMO.IGC

A series of circles should begin drawing on the screen.
If nothing happens, then the IG: or IGC: driver is probably not
loaded properly. If the image of the circles flickers
excessively, or if they are not centered on the screen, then
check the settings of the Term and Inter set options of the
device driver and the configuration jumpers on the IGC circuit
board.

Note that the circles may be slightly elongated or
flattened. There are several adjustments on the original video
board (underneath the CRT) that will correct this. Refer to
your H/Z89 or H/Z19 Operation Manual.
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Editing Graphics Commands

There are numerous ways to communicate to the IG: or
IGC: driver. For experimentation, commands can be entered
directly using the PIP utility. Under HDDS types

>PIP IG:=TT:
Reset
Clear
Mode +Pixel
Circle 0,0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
(Control D)

Under CP/M type:

A>PIP PUN:=CON:
Reset
Clear
Mode +Pixel
Circle 0,0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
(Control Z)

If you wish to save your commands, use a text editor to
create an IGC command file or modify an existing one. Try
adding commands to the Demo.IGC file, and then copying your new
version to the graphics driver with PIP as shown above.

Using Graphics from a Programming Language

Some graphics projects may be to complex to enter all of
the commands from a text editor. In these cases you can either
write a program in the language of your choice to create the IGC
command file on disk, or write a program that talks to the
graphics driver directly. The facility to communicate with the
IGs and IGCs drivers from programming languages is provided in
two ways.

Some languages allow the programmer to output data to a
device name. Under HDOS this would be done using the device
name IG:. Under CP/M this would be done using the device name
of PUN: (after IGC: has been loaded).

Another method is provided which is well suited for use
with any programming language. Commands to the IG: or IGC:
device driver are simply output to the system console proceeded
by a single ASCII control A character. These commands will be
intercepted by the driver and executed, but will not be
displayed on the screen. An example of this in BASIC would be:

10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line -100,-100 100,100"

Remember that the graphics driver must first be loaded
under CP/M before any communication with the driver is possible.
Under HDOS the driver must be opened for write (which will load
the driver automatically) before use.
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The -Following are some examples of how to communicate to
the IG: and IGC: drivers from several different BASIC languages.
These languages differ primarily in how input/output is setup.
The syntax for the individual Print commands is well
standardized. Only BASIC will be used for examples for the sake
of simplicity. However, it should be obvious how to implement
the same instructions in any other language with which you are
familiar.

Extended Benton Harbor BASIC under HDOS

10 OPEN "IG:" FOR WRITE AS FILE #1
20 PRINT CHR$(1)5 "Mode +Pixel"
30 CLOSE #1

With Microsoft BASIC under HDOS (IG: must be loaded)

10 OPEN "0",1,"IG;"
20 PRINT CHRS(1);"Mode +Pixel"
30 CLOSE #1

With Microsoft BASIC under CP/M (IGC: must be loaded)

10 PRINT CHRS(1);"Mode +Pixel"

The IG:/IGC: Driver Syntax

The syntax for commands to the IG: and IGC: drivers is
very flexible, but certain guidelines must be observed. Please
refer to the demo files provided on the IGC software
distribution diskettes as examples of proper syntax.

Each line must either begin with a command, be
completely blank, or begin with the comment symbol (apostrophe).
All space and tab characters are ignored except when used as
delimiters (to separate number values). Any command name can be
abbreiviated to the minimum number of letters required to
distiguish it from any other command name.

Space, tab, or commas can be used to delimit number
values. Floating point values can be specified, but the decimal
portion will be ignored.

The apostrophe character can appear anywhere in a line
to designate a comment and the colon character can be used to
concatenate any number of commands onto a single line. However,
no single command can exceed 80 characters in length. Also,
upper and lower case alphabetic characters are interchangeable.
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The IG:/IGCi Coordinate System

The IG: and IGC: device drivers make use of the
Cartesian coordinate system to specify individual pixel
positions on the CRT screen- The location o-f the origin
(coordinate 0,0) can be defined to be any of three different
positions by the Origin command.

Both absolute and relative coordinates are supported.
With absolute coordinates, the first value in a coordinate pair
(X) specifys a horizontal position and the second value (Y)

specifys a vertical position. Any signed integer is valid for
an X or Y coordinate so long as a boundary is not violated.

Two special symbols are employed for relative
coordinates. The equal sign (=) can replace any X and Y
coordinate pair to repeat the last coordinate given to the
driver. The pound sign (#) can proceed any X and Y coordinate
pair to indicate a position based on a pixel count from the
current coordinate (=). Note that by definition the coordinate
pairs = and #0,0 are equivalent.

As an example, consider that a dot is placed at the
absolute coordinate of 100,100 with the bottom origin setting
selected. The pixel immediately to the right of this one could
be specified as either 101,100 (absolute) or #1,0 (relative).
Note also that in either case the position of the symbol = would
now be 101,100.

Similarly, to light the pixel at 101,98 (two pixels down
from the last), a Dot command could be given the position as
101,98 (absolute) or #0,-2 (relative). The equal sign would
now be positioned at 101,98.

The addressable pixel boundaries depend upon the current
origin setting. However, the number of addressable pixels is
always 640 horizontal by 500 vertical. Note that in
non—interlace mode the vertical pixel resolution of the hardware
is limited to 250, but the driver automatically scales this
count to a constant 500 for compatibility between non—inter1ace
and interlace software.

The IGt/IGC: Command Set

The next section is a complete description of all of the
commands of the IG: and IGC: device drivers. A symbolic summary
of the syntax for each command is given followed by an
explanation and programming examples.

In these symbolic syntax summaries a number of special
symbols are used to represent certain syntactical possibilities
and limitations. Optional parameters are enclosed within braces
and the broken bar symbol is used to indicate a possible
substitution.
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Arc yll!<=>, r, al, a2

The Arc command draws one or a series of any portion of
a circle or ellipse. A coordinate pair must be supplied to
determine the location of the arc to be drawn. This must be
followed by a radius specification and two angle specifications
to indicate the portion of the circle to be drawn.

All angles must be specified in positive integer degrees
(0 through 360). Additional radius specif ications may also be
given after the second angle value.

An arc will be drawn in a counter-clockwise direction
from the first angle supplied to the second angle using the
supplied coordinate pair as an axis for each radius value given.
All drawing modes and line styles are honored.

The current scale and rotation factors are also honored
and can be used to draw virtually any curve desired. Also note
that arcs can be drawn which partially extend past drawing
boundaries.

Example 1: Draw one 90 degree arc with dashed line style.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 3
Scale 1,1
Arc 0,0 200 0 90

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0:R=200:A=90
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);“Style 3"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Scale 1,1"
60 PRINT CHR$(1);"Arc",X,Y,R,0,A

Example 2: Draw 5 nested partial ellipses.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Seale 2,1
Arc 0,0 100 0 270 110 120 130 140

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Scale 2,1"
50 PRINT CHR$(1)5"Arc 0,0 100 0 270";
60 PRINT "110 120 130 140"
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Box {{#}xl, <«}x2, y2

The Box command can be used to draw one or a series of
any square or rectangular polygons in the current drawing page.
The current Line style will be used to draw each of the boxes.
The currently selected drawing mode also affects the Box
command.

Each box is specified by a set of four values. The
first two values are the X and Y coordinates of the top left
corner of the box and the second two values are the X and Y
coordinates of the lower right corner of the box to be drawn.
This format is similar to the Erase command.

Example 1: Draw a large box in center of page.

Editors Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Box -200,-200 200,200

BASIC: 10 X1=-200:Y1=200:X2=200:Y2=-200
20 PRINT CHRS(1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Box",XI,Yl,X2,Y2

Example 1: Erase a large box in center of page.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode +Erase
Style 0
Box -200,-200 200,200

BASIC: 10 X1=-200:Y1=200:X2=200:Y2=-200
20 PRINT CHR$<1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode +Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
50 PRINT CHRi C 1);"Box",XI,Y1,X2,Y2

Example 3: Draw a dashed box relative to origin.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 3
Go 0 0
Box = #100,100

BASIC: 10 S=100:X=0:Y=0
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 3"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Go",X,Y
60 PRINT CHR$(l);"Box = #",S,S
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Circle <{*lxl, yll!<=>, r

The Circle command draws one or a series of circles or
ellipses. This command must be supplied with a coordinate pair
to determine where the center of the circle will be positioned,
followed by one or a series of radius specifications. A circle
will be drawn at the coordinate specified in the currently
selected drawing page (refer to the Draw command) for each
radius value given,
honored-

All drawing modes and line styles are

The current scale and rotation factors are also honored
and can be used to draw virtually any ellipse desired. Also
note that circles can be drawn which partially extend past
drawing boundaries.

Example 1: Draw one large circle in center of page.

Editors Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Circle 0,0 200

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0:R=200
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHRt(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle",X,Y,R

Example 2: Draw 5 nested circles with dashed line style.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 3
Circle 0,0 10 20 30 40 50

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHRS(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 3“
40 PRINT CHR*(1);"Circle 0,0 10 20 30 40 50"

Example 3: Draw one tilted ellipse in center of page.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Scale 2,1
Rotate 45
Circle 0,0 120

BASIC: 10 D=45:R=120
20 PRINT CHR$(1>;"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);“Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHRS(1);"Style 0"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Scale 2,1"
60 PRINT CHR$(1)j"Rotate",D
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle 0,0",R
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Clear

The Clear command erases all pages o-F the video memory
using the currently selected clear style (refer to the Style
command). The current style defines the new background pattern.
Although the clear styles are much more limited than the paint
styles that can be used with the Erase command, the Clear
command is much faster. A Clear command is performed in about
60 milliseconds.

Example lx Clear all pages to black.

Editors Style 0,0,0
Clear

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,0,0"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);“Clear"

Example 2: Clear all pages to a gray background.

Editor: Style 0,0,2
Clear

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);“Style 0,0,2"
20 PRINT CHRS(1);“Clear"
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Cursor <x, yl!<0n>!COff}

The Cursor command draws and moves a cross-hair graphics
cursor to the coordinate specified in the current drawing page.
The graphics cursor is always drawn in toggle drawing mode
regardless of the true current drawing mode. This allows the
cursor to be moved on top of another image without altering it.
The cursor command also ignores the current line style setting,
although various cursor styles can be selected with the Style
command.

The Cursor command can be extremely helpful in
developing interactive graphics software. However, using this
command requires several important considerations to prevent the
drawn image from being altered when the cursor is moved.

The cursor must be turned off before a drawing operation
is performed that might overlap any portion of the cursor, and
before selecting another drawing page if the cursor is going to
be used in the new page. Note that the cursor will automatical 1y
be turned off by either a Reset or a Clear command.

Example 1: Turn on the graphics cursor.

Editor: Cursor On

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHRS(1);"Cursor On"

Example 2: Move the graphics cursor to the origin.

Editor: Cursor 0,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Cursor 0,0"

Example 3: Move the graphics cursor relative.

Editor: Cursor #100,200

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Cursor #100,200"
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Display <p> <,s>

The Display command allows any of three video pages to
be selected for display on the screen and (optionally) from
which scan line of that page the image will be displayed- A
separate image can be drawn in each of the three pages (refer to
the Draw command). Note that using the scan line feature will
cause portions of the next page to be moved into the display
area. Refer to the demonstration programs at the end of this
section for examples of how the Display and Draw commands can be
used for animation.

In either non—interlace or bank interlace modes, the
valid page numbers are 0, 1, and 2. However, the use of page
interlace reduces the page count to 1 which is specified as 0
(refer to the Inter set option). Valid scan line numbers are 0
through 65535.

Example Is Display first page.

Editor: Display 0

BASIC: PRINT CHR$(1);"Display 0"

Example 2: Display second page from third scan line.

Editor: Display 1 2

BASIC: 10 P=1:S=2
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Display",P,S

Example 3: Display from fourth scan line of current page.

Editor: Display ,3

BASIC: 10 S=3
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Display ,",S
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Dot <f#>xl, yl>!<=}

The Dot command draws a single pixel dot, or a series of
dots, based on the supplied coordinates. A dot will be drawn
for each pair of coordinates given. The position of the
coordinates is determined by the current origin position (refer

to the Origin command) and dots will only be drawn in the
currently selected drawing page (refer to the Draw command).

Also note that the Erase and Toggle drawing modes affect the
Dot command (refer to the Mode command). The Dot command is
not affected by any of the drawing styles.

Example 1: Draw a dot at the origin.

Editor: Mode —Erase
Dot 0,0

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Dot",X,Y

Example 2: Draw a four dot sequence from the origin.

Editor: Go 0 0
Mode —Erase
Dot = #1,1 #1,1 #1,1

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Go 0,0"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(l);"Dot = #1,1 #1,1 #1,1"
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Draw <p>

The Draw command allows any o-F three video pages to be
selected -for drawing and (optionally) from which scan line of
that page the image will be drawn. A separate image can be
drawn in each of the three pages independent of the page that is
being displayed (refer to the Display command).

In either non—inter1ace or bank interlace modes, the
valid page numbers are 0, 1, and 2. However, the use of page
interlace reduces the page count to 1 which is specified as 0
(refer to the Inter set option). Valid scan line numbers are 0
through 6S535.

Example 1: Select first page for drawing.

Editor: Draw 0

BASIC: PRINT CHRt(1);"Draw 0"

Example 2: Select second page, third scan line for drawing.

Editor: Draw 1 2

BASIC: 10 P=1:S=2
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Draw",P,S
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Erase <<#>xl, C#}x2, y2

The Erase command can be used to erase, paint, or invert
any rectangular polygon in the current drawing page. The
specified area will be erased using the current painting style
and drawing mode.

Each area to be erased is specified by a set of four
values. The first two values are the X and Y coordinates of the
top left corner of the erase area and the second two values are
the X and Y coordinates of the lower right corner of the area to
be erased. This format is similar to the Box command.

Because of its much faster drawing speed, the Erase
command should be used instead of the Paint command when the
polygon involved is rectangular in shape.

Example 1: Erase entire page to black

Editor: Origin Bottom
Mode +Erase
Style @,0
Erase 0,0 639,499

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Bottom"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode +Erase"
30 PRINT CHRT(1)j"Style 0,0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Erase 0,0 639,499"

Example 2: Paint square area with dot pattern.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0,7
Erase -200,-200 200,200

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1>;"Style 0,7"
40 PRINT CHRT(1)?"Erase -200,-200 200,200"

Example 3: Invert lower half of page.

Editor: Origin Bottom
Mode +Toggle
Style 0,0
Erase 0,0 639,250

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Bottom"
20 PRINT CHRi(1);"Mode +Toggle"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Erase 0,0 639,250"
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Get <<#>xl,

The Get command returns the decimal value o-F the binary
number -Formed by the 16 pixels beginning -From the specified
coordinate of the current drawing page. This command can be
used from an application program to input any portion of the
binary video image for direct manipulation, storage in a disk
file, etc. Some knowledge of graphics hardware is recommended
to use this command, refer to the Advanced Programmer's Guide of
this text.

Note that many BASIC interpreters consider the most
significant bit of a sixteen bit word to be a sign bit.
Therefore, the Get command will return a value preceded with a
negative symbol (—) to indicate that the high bit is set.

The syntax given in the following examples may need to
be altered to prevent the BASIC interpreter you are using from
printing the question mark (?) symbol when the INPUT command is
used.

Example Is Get video image word at origin.

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Get 0,0"
20 INPUT A
30 PRINT A;" is the video image word

Example 2: Get video image word at a relative coordinate.

BASIC: 10 X=10:Y=20
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Get ,X,Y
30 INPUT A
40 PRINT A;" is the video image word”
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Go <<#>x, y>!{=}

The Go command allows the current or relative coordinate
(=) to be moved in the current drawing page without plotting any
pixels. An initial Go command can be used to position a
relative drawing on the screen.

Example 1: Place the relative coordinate at page center.

Editors Origin Center
Go 0,0

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0
20 PRINT CHR$(1);“Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);“Go",X,Y

Example 2: Move the relative coordinate 100 pixels upward.

Editor: Origin Center
Go #0,100

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=100
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$<l);"Go #",X,Y
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Input <Left? ’{Right>

The Input command returns both the directional and -fire
button status -from either the left or the right input device
(trackball or joystick). The device to be polled must be
indicated after the Input command by specifying either Left or
Right. The format for the values returned is listed in the
chart below.

This command is only for use in application programs and
can not be used in IGC command files. Also, the syntax given in
the following examples may need to be altered to prevent the
BASIC interpreter you are using from printing the question mark
symbol (?) when the INPUT command is used.

Input Device Format

Fire Button Not Pressed Fire Button Pressed

0 — No Motion 10 — No Motion
1 - Up 11 - Up
2 — Up and Right 12 - Up and Right

— Right 13 — Right
4 — Down and Right 14 — Down and Right
5 — Down 15 — Down
6 - Down and Left 16 — Down and Left
7 - Left 17 - Left
8 — Up and Left 18 — Up and Left

Example 1: Monitor the status of the right input device.

BASIC! 10 PRINT CHR$(1);”Input Right"
20 INPUT A
30 IF A<10 THEN GOTO 60
40 PRINT "Fire Button is Pressed"
50 A=A—10
60 ON A GOTO 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150
70 GOTO 10
80 PRINT "Up":GOTO 10
90 PRINT "Up and Right":GOTO 10
100 PRINT "Right":GOTO 10
110 PRINT "Down and Right":GOTO 10
120 PRINT "Down":GOTO 10
130 PRINT "Down and Left":GOTO 10
140 PRINT "Left":GOTO 10
150 PRINT "Up and Left":GOTO 10
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Line <<#}xl, ylliOl, <#1x2, y2

The Line command draws one, or a series of lines based
on the supplied coordinates. A line will be drawn -For every two
pairs of coordinates given. The position of the coordinates is
determined by the current origin setting (refer to the Origin
command), and lines will only be drawn in the currently selected
drawing page (refer to the Draw command). Also note that the
Erase and Toggle drawing modes (refer to the Mode command) and
the Line styles (Refer to the Style command) affect the Line
Command.

With the Line command, the current and relative
coordinate symbols (= and #) are extremely important. Images
drawn with Line commands using relative coordinates can easily
be moved, enlarged, and turned with the Go, Scale, and Rotate
commands respectively.

Example 1: Draw a line with absolute coordinates.

Editor; Origin Bottom
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Line 0,0 639,499

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Bottom"
20 PRINT CHRS(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line 0,0 639,499“

Example 2: Draw a right triangle with dotted lines.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode -Erase
Style 1
Line 0,0 0,50 0,50 50,0 50,0 0,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 1"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line 0,0 0,50 0,50 50,0";
50 PRINT "50,0 0,0"

Example 3: Draw a right triangle with relative coordinates.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Go 0 0
Line = #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHRS(l);“Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(l);"Go 0 0"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line = #0,50 = #50,-50";
60 PRINT "= #-50,0"
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Mode {{—}!{=}'{+}} {Pixel} {Character! {Inverse} {Alternate}
{{Erase} J {Toggle}}

The Mode command is used to configure all of the various
operating modes of the graphics driver. By using the plus and
minus signs any combination of modes may be turned on or off
without affecting the status of other modes. The equal sign
allows a new mode status to be given which completely replaces
the old configuration. The plus sign is the default.

The Pixel Video Mode

The Pixel video mode turns on the high resolution
graphics of the IGC to the screen. Note that if the currently
displayed page is blank, then this mode can be on without being
detectable on the screen. This mode defaults to off.

The Character Video Mode

The Character video mode turns on the normal ASCII
characters of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 screen. If this mode is turned
off any characters on the screen will become invisible
eventhough they may still be present. This mode defaults to on.

The Inverse Video Mode

The Inverse video mode causes the entire screen (both
pixel and character video) to be displayed inverted. All black
pixels will be displayed as white and all white pixels will be
displayed as black. Note that this inversion only affects the
display. The contents of the video memory is not affected. This
mode defaults to off.

The Alternate Character Set Mode

The Alternate character set mode turns off the normal
ASCII characters of the H/Z89 or H/Z19 and replaces them with an
alternate set of characters. This mode can only be used if you
have installed an alternate character set generation ROM, and
the particular type of character ROM installed will determine
the type of characters you have as an alternate set. This mode
defaults to off.

The Erase Drawing Mode

The Erase drawing mode causes most of the drawing
commands to plot black pixels instead of white for the purpose
of erasing items which have been drawn previously. Drawing in
Erase mode on an erased background will have no effect. Note
that selecting the Erase drawing mode automatically deselects
the Toggle drawing mode. This mode defaults to off.
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The Toggle Drawing Mode

The Toggle drawing mode causes most of the drawing
commands to plot images by toggling the state of overwritten
pixels. White pixels will become black, and black pixels will
become white, when overwritten. This allows images to be drawn
which will always be visible regardless of the background. Note
that selecting the Toggle drawing mode automatical1y deselects
the Erase drawing mode. This mode defaults to off.

Example 1: Turn on high resolution pixel video.

Editor: Mode +Pixel

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$ < 1);"Mode +Pixel"

Example 2: Turn off pixel video and turn on video invert.

Editor: Mode —Pixel +Invert

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Pixel +Invert"

Example 3: Turn off character video and video invert.

Editor: Mode —Character —Invert

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Character -Invert"

Example 4: Turn both video modes on, all other modes off.

Editor: Mode =Pixel Character

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode =Pixel Character"

Example 5: Deselect Erase drawing mode to default.

Editor: Mode —Erase

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase”

Example 8: Return all modes to set defaults.

Editor: Mode

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode"
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Origin {Top}!{Center}!{Bottom}

The Origin Command allows the user to select one of -four
different implementations of the cartesian coordinate system.
These origin modes differ in where the coordinate 0,0 is located
on the screen, and in the size and direction of the Y
coordinate. The Center origin mode is the default.

The Center Origin Mode

The Center origin mode defines the drawing page size to
be equal to the screen size with the 0,0 coordinate in the
screen’s center. This logically divides the screen/page into
four quadrants, -X +Y, +X +Y, -X -Y, and +X —Y. This origin
mode is recommended for most applications since it makes it very
easy to draw objects which are centered on the screen. The
drawing boundaries in this mode are -319, -249 through 320, 250.

The Bottom Origin Mode

The Bottom origin mode defines the drawing page size to
be equal to the screen size with the 0,0 coordinate at the
bottom left corner of the screen/page. This mode has the
advantage that it eliminates negative absolute coordinates. The
screen/page is effectively one positive quadrant (+X, +Y). The
drawing boundaries in this mode are 0, 0 through 639, 499.

The Top Origin Mode

The Top origin mode defines the drawing page size to be
equal to the screen size with the 0,0 coordinate at the top left
corner of the screen/page. This mode also eliminates negative
absolute coordinates, but the Y direction is reversed (Y = 0 is
at the top of the screen/page). This origin mode is provided for
compatibility with graphics software developed on other systems
which only support a Top origin mode. The drawing boundaries in
this mode are 0, 0 through £>39, 499.

The Large Origin Mode

The Large origin mode defines the drawing page size to
be three times the screen size with the 0,0 coordinate at the
top left corner of the first screen. This mode is similar to
the Top origin mode except that all drawing commands now have a
much larger boundary area (0, 0 through &39, 1535).

Note that this mode limits the usable drawing pages to 0
only, and that this mode can not be used in conjunction with
page mode interlace.

Example 1: Set page Center origin mode.

Editors Origin Center

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center”
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Paint

The Paint command fills any outlined polygon area with
the currently selected Paint style (see the Style command). Any
number of X and Y coordinate pairs can be specified. However,
caution must be taken that each coordinate is completely
surrounded by a solid border (such as a triangle or circle).

The Paint command is affected by the Draw and Style commands.
It is not affected by the Mode command.

Either a white or black area can be painted so long as
it is thoroughly "sealed off" by the opposite color. The state
of the pixel at the coordinate specified to the Paint command
determines the color of the area to be painted. Any pixels of
the opposite color will then be seen as a border. Note that
this can be used to invert any of the painting style patterns as
shown in example 3 below.

The Paint command handles complex shapes with "islands"
by filling around the interior polygons without leaving any
portion unpainted. However, this function is extremely memory
intensive and there are limits to the complexity of the shapes
that can be painted. Also note that complex shapes with
"islands" will paint more effectively with more solid painting
styles than the more sparse styles-

Example 1: Draw and paint a large solid circle.

Editor; Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0,0
Circle 0,0 200
Paint 0,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1) "Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle 0,0 200"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Paint 0,0"
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Example 2: Draw a circular polygon with a striped pattern

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0,2
Go 0,0
Circle = 100
Paint =
Mode +Erase
Circle = 100

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0:R=100
20 PRINT CHR$(1>;"Origin Center"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,2"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Go",X,Y
60 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle =",R
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Paint ="
80 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode +Erase"
90 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle =",R

Example 3: Draw a circular polygon with an inverted style,

Editor: Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0,0
Circle 0,0 100
Paint =
Style 0,1
Paint =

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase”
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle 0,0 100"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Paint =“
60 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,1"
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Paint ="
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Pan {Left}!{Right} I{Up}!{Down} c <,s>

The Pan command will scroll the entire graphics screen
display in any o-F four directions a specified number of pixels
and at a specified speed. The first parameter required is a
direction specification which can be either Left, Right, Up or
Down. The image on the screen will move in the opposite
direction of this specification.

Vertical pans will be performed on an even field scan
line basis across all 3 display pages (one in page interlace
mode). Horizontal pans will be performed with an increment of
eight pixels at a time and the left and right screen borders
will wrap around.

The supplied pixel count must be a positive integer and
should not exceed the top of the first display page or the
bottom of the last. If these boundaries are violated the excess
will simply be ignored and an error will be reported if the
trace mode is enabled (refer to the Trace command).

The final parameter is an optional speed specification.
This value must be a positive integer between 0 (fastest) and
255 (slowest). If no speed is specified a value of zero will be
assumed.

Example 1; Pan Down and back up.

Editors Display 0
Pan Down 512,10
Pan Up 512,10

BASIC; 10 C=512:S=10
20 PRINT CHRS(l);"Display 0"
30 PRINT CHRS(1);"Pan Down",C,S
40 PRINT CHR$(l);"Pan Up",C,S

Example 2: Pan Right and wrap screen around 10 times fast.

Editor: Display 0
Pan Right 6400

BASIC: 10 C=6400
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Display 0"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);“Pan Right",C
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Pattern Cb0>,€b1>,€b2>,<b3>,<b4>,Cb5>,Cb6>,€b7>

The Pattern command will create a user defined painting
style that can be used by the Paint and Erase commands which
consists of any 8 x 8 bit (pixel) matrix- This new style must
then be selected by the Style command as paint style number 50.

The eight by eight bit matrix must be supplied as 8
decimal values between 0 and 255. The -First value will define
the top of the matrix and the last value will define the bottom
of the matrix with the least significant bits to the left on the
screen (refer to diagram below).

The best way to create a paint style pattern is to draw
a diagram as shown below and fill in the desired dot pattern.
This diagram can then be converted to the 8 decimal parameters
needed by adding the bit values of the pixels that are on.

New Painting Style Pattern Calculation Example

Decimal Bit Values

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

BYTE 0 0 0 0 VALUE = 7

BYTE 1 0 0 0 VALUE 14

BYTE 2 0 0 0 VALUE =: 28

BYTE 0 0 0 VALUE = 56

BYTE 4 0 0 0 VALUE = 56

BYTE 5 0 0 0 VALUE 28

BYTE 6 0 0 o VALUE = 14

BYTE 7 0 0 0 VALUE 7

Example 1: Define a new painting style pattern.

Editor; Style 0,50
Pattern 7,14,28,56,56,28,14,7

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0,50"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Pattern 7,14,28,56";
30 PRINT "56,28,14,7"
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Print <p},€s},{cl

The Print command duplicates the drawn graphics in any
page to a dot matrix print device. The Print command can be
-Followed by a page specification <0 through 2), or a scan line
specification (0 through 65535), or a count of how many scan
lines to print (0 through 750), or any combination of these
three parameters. If none of these values are given, all of the
currently selected display page will be printed.

The print command is very flexible in the different
types of printers and printer interfaces that it supports.
However, the IGs/IGCs driver must be configured for the proper
hardware before this command will operate (refer to the Printer
set option).

Before a Print command can be performed, the SPs /SPCs
device driver must be loaded into memory. This is because the
Print command transmits its data to the print spooler driver for
output to allow for graphics spooling (refer to the section on
the SPs /SPCs device driver).

Example 1: Copy all of the current page to the printer.

Editors Print

BASICS 10 PRINT CHR*(1);"Print"

Example 2: Copy top half of page 2 to the printer.

Editors Print 2,0,125

BASICS 10 P=2
20 PRINT CHRt(1);"Print",P,0,125

Example 3s Copy bottom half of current page to the printer.

Editors Print ,125,125

BASICS 10 S=125
20 PRINT CHR»(1)5 "Print ,",S,125
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Put <<#1x1, yl>!<=>, n

The Put command writes the binary bit pattern image o-f
the decimal value specified into the current drawing page at the
coordinate specified. This command can be used to draw an image
directly from an array of video data. Some knowledge of
graphics hardware is recommended to use this command, refer to
to the Advanced Programmer’s Guide section of this text.

Note that many BASIC interpreters consider the most
significant bit of a sixteen bit word to be a sign bit.
Therefore, it may be necesary to specify a value preceded with a
negative symbol (—) to use the high bit.

Example 1; Put a video image word at origin.

Editor: Put 0,0 43690

BASIC: 10 X=0:Y=0:I=43690
20 PRINT CHR$ < 1 > ;"Put",X,Y,I

Example 2: Put a video image word at a relative coordinate.

Editor: Put #10,20 21845

BASIC: 10 X=10:Y=20:1=21845
20 PRINT CHR$(1)5 "Put #";X,Y,I
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Rotate d

The Rotate command turns images drawn with relative
coordinates. A rotation factor must be specified in positive
integer degrees between 0 and 360 (defaults to zero). All
relative coordinates and angles will be rotated in a counter
clockwise direction by this degree specification. Absolute
coordinates are not affected.

Example 1: Draw a triangle and rotate it 45 degrees.

Editors Origin Center
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Line 0,0 #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0
Rotate 45
Line 0,0 #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center”
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line 0,0 #0,50 = #50,-50";
50 PRINT "= #-50,0"
60 PRINT CHR$(1>;"Rotate 45"
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Line 0,0 #0,50 = #50,-50";
80 PRINT "= #-50,0"

Example 2s Draw an ellipse and rotate it 315 degrees.

Editors Origin Center
Mode -Erase
Style 0
Scale 2,1
Circle 0,0 120
Rotate 315
Circle 0,0 120

BASICS 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Scale 2,1"
50 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle 0,0 120"
60 PRINT CHR$(1);"Rotate 315“
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Circle 0,0 120"
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Reset

The Reset command causes the graphics driver to
initialize all modes and settings to their default values. This
command is simply a convenient way to begin a graphics program.
Well designed programs should always begin with a Reset command.
Below is a list of commands that are equivalent to a Reset
command. Refer to the text regarding each of these commands for
details on their effects. All other commands are unaffected.

Mode
Origin Center
Draw 0
Display 0
Style 0,0,0,0
Scale 1,1
Rotate 0
Cursor Off
Go 0,0

Example 1: Reset graphics driver to defaults.

Editor: Reset

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1 Reset"
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Scale x, y

The Scale command enlarges and/or flips images drawn
with relative coordinates. A scaling factor (multiplier) for
both X and Y must be specified which can be any integers between
-255 to +255, except for zero (defaults to 1, 1). All relative
coordinates and radii will be multiplied by these factors.
Absolute coordinates are not affected.

Negative scaling factors will cause coordinate
directions to reverse, which is usefull in flipping drawings.

Example 1: Draw three triangles scaled to different sizes.

Editor: Origin Bottom
Mode —Erase
Style 0
Go 0,0
Scale 1,3
Line = #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0
Go 50,50
Scale 2,2
Line = #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0
Go 100,100
Scale 3,1
Line = #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0

BASIC: 10 X=1:Y=3
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Bottom"
30 PRINT CHR«(1);"Mode -Erase"
40 PRINT CHR$(1);"Style 0“
50 PRINT CHR$(l);"Go 0,0”
60 FOR A=1 TO 3
70 PRINT CHR$(1);"Scale",X,Y
80 PRINT CHR«(1);"Line = #0,50 = #50,-50";
90 PRINT "= #-50,0"
100 PRINT CHR$(l);"Go #50,50"
110 X=X+1:Y=Y-1
120 NEXT A

Example 2: Scale and flip triangle.

Editor: Origin Center
Mode -Erase
Style 0
Go 0,0
Scale -4,-4
Line = #0,50 = #50,-50 = #-50,0

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Origin Center"
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Mode -Erase"
30 PRINT CHR$(1>;"Style 0"
40 PRINT CHR$(l);"Go 0,0“
50 PRINT CHR$(1);“Scale -4,-4"
60 PRINT CHR$(1);“Line = #0,50 = #50,-50";
70 PRINT "= #-50,0"
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Style <1>, <p>,Cell, <cu>

The Style command selects the various patterns to be
used by most of the drawing commands. A maximum of 4 values can
be specified in a Style command.

Line Styles

The first value indicates the desired Line style. Any
of 12 different Line styles can be specified (0 through 11)

which consist of various combinations of dots and dashes (see

chart below). The line style is used by the Line, Box, Circle,
and Arc commands.

Painting Styles

The second value indicates the desired Paint style. Any
of 50 different predefined Paint styles can be specified here
(0 through 49). In addition, style 50 can also be specified
which is a user definable style (refer to the Pattern command).

The painting style is used by the Paint and Erase commands.

Clear Styles

The third value indicates the desired Clear style. Any
of 4 different Clear styles can be specified (0 through 3).

These styles consist of levels of gray which are well suited for
background shading. This style is used only by the Clear
command.

Cursor Styles

The forth value indicates the desired graphics cursor
style. Any of 4 different cursor styles can be specified
(0 through 3) which consist of various sizes of crosshairs.
The cursor style is used only by the Cursor command.
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Style Definitions

Line Styles Clear Styles

«0 Solid «0 Solid Black
#1 Fine Dots #1 Fine Vertical Stripes
#2 Fine Dashes #2 Gray
#3 Sparse Dashes #3 Solid White
#4
#5

Coarse Dashes
Sparse Small Dots Cursor Styles

#6
#7

Extra Small Dashes
Smal1 Dashes #0 Smal1

#8 Medium Dashes #1 Medium
#9 Large Dashes #2 Large
#10 Extra Large Dashes #3 Ful1 Screen
#11

#0

Very Large Dashes

Painting

Solid

Styles

#1 Sparse Diagonal Stripes
#2 Diagonal Stripes #3 Sparse Diagonal Stripes
#4 Diagonal Stripes #5 Crossed Diagonal Stripe
#6 Dense Crossed Stripes #7 Sparse Diagonal Dots
#8 Diagonal Dots #9 Large Dots

#10 Dense Dots #11 Dot Array
#12 Sparse Vertical Stripes #13 Vertical Stripes
#14 Dense Vertical Stripes #15 Sparse Horizontal Stripes
#16 Horizontal Stripes #17 Crossed Sparse Stripes
#18 Crossed Stripes #19 Sparse Vertical Zig Zag
#20 Vertical Zig Zag #21 Sparse Horizontal Zig Zag
#22 Horizontal Zig Zag #23 Crossed Sparse Zig Zag
#24 Quilt #25 Large Random Dots
#26 Brick Wall #27 Diagonal Brick Wall
#28 Tire Tread #29 Truck Bumper
#30 Diagonal Squares with Gray #31 Cheverons
#32 Waffles #33 Air Filter
#34 Fish Scales #35 Large Boxes
#36 Wal1 paper #37 Diagonal Weave
#38 Diagonal Checker Board #39 Checker Board
#40 Honey Comb #41 Double Weave
#42 Large Circles #43 Large Solid Triangles
#44 Molecules #45 Weave
#46 Recursive Squares #47 Tees
#48 Stars #49 Macrame

Example 1: Set solid line style.

Editors Style 0

BASIC: 10 S=0
20 PRINT CHR4(1);"Style“,S

Example 3: Change Clear style only.

Editor: Style ,,2

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1)?"Style ,,2"
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Test yl}]{=}

The Test command returns a value o-F either 0 or 1 to
indicate the status o-F the pixel at the specified X and ¥
coordinate position. A value of 0 will be returned if the pixel
is on (white) and a value of 1 will be returned if the pixel is
off (black). This command is only for use in an application
program and can not be used in IGC command files. Note that the
pixel tested will be in the currently selected drawing page.

The syntax given in the following examples may need to
be altered to prevent the BASIC interpreter you are using from
printing the question mark (?) symbol when the INPUT command is
used.

Example 1: Test state of pixel at origin.

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Test 0,0"
20 INPUT A
30 IF A=0 THEN PRINT "Pixel is not on"

Example 2: Test state of pixel at relative coordinate.

BASIC: 10 X=10:Y=20
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Test #",X,Y
30 INPUT A
40 IF A=0 THEN PRINT "Pixel is not on"
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Text {"string"} <,n>

The Text command allows any string o-F ASCII characters
to be output to the system console. Any combination o-F printable
characters can be specified by enclosing them in quotation marks
except -For the quotation mark character. All other characters
can be specified by giving their decimal values with each
character separated by a comma.

This command is very usefull in creating IGC command
files which take full advantage of the capabilities of both the
IGC and the H/Z19 or H/Z89 console. This command is not
recommended for use in application programs since most
programming languages can output characters directly to the
console. The programming examples given below in BASIC do not
demonstrate the use of the Text command, but rather a more
direct alternative.

Example 1: Erase characters and enable the 25th line.

Editor: Text 27,"E",27,"x 1",10

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(27);"E";CHR$(27);"x 1"

Example 2: Print a Hello message in inverse video.

Editor: Text 27,"pHello",27,"q",10

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(27);"pHel1o";CHR*(27);"q
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Trace <0n>!€0ff>

The Trace command is a special debugging -feature to aid
in locating errors in IGC graphics programs. The syntax -for
this command simply consist o-f either an On or O-f-f specification.
This mode is not disabled by a Reset command.

When the trace mode is turned on all commands received
by the graphics driver will be echoed to the system console as
they are executed. Furthermore, commands which contain an
error will be displayed with a question mark (?) and a bell
character. There are three types of errors that can cause the
error symbol to be displayed as outlined below.

Syntax Error

The driver can not identify the command given. Check
your spelling and be sure you are following the correct format
for the command as outlined in this manual.

Value Error

One of the values supplied in this command exceeds the
acceptable limits for the current mode configurations. Check
the stated ranges for the parameters involved.

Boundary Error

One of the coordinate pairs supplied in this command
is not within the current drawing page boundaries. This error
is very common when working with the Scale and Rotate commands.
Try smaller scaling factors and moving the drawing in the page.

Example Is Enable trace mode.

Editor: Trace On

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Trace On"

Example 2: Disable trace mode.

Editor: Trace Off

BASIC: 10 PRINT CHR$(1);"Trace Off"
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Wait s

The Wait command allows pauses to be inserted into an
IGC graphics -File. A count o-F the number o-F seconds to wait
must be specified with a positive integer between 0 and 255.

The timing for this command is done using the standard
Heath 2 millisecond interrupt driven clock. If this hardware
does not exist in your system, or if you are running special
software which affects this interrupt, the Wait command may not
function properly.

Example 1: Wait for 1 second.

Editor: Wait 1

BASIC: 10 S=1
20 PRINT CHR$(1);"Wait",S

Example 2: Wait for 1 minute.

Editor: Wait 60

BASIC: 10 S=60
20 PRINT CHRS(1);"Wait",S
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Lines.BAS

00040 PRINT CHRS(27);"E";CHRS(27);"x 1";CHRS(27);"x5"
00050 AS=CHRS(1)
00060 PRINT AS;"Reset:Clear:Origin Bottom;Mode +Pixel"
00070 FOR S=0 TO 11
00080 FOR A=1 TO 100
00090 X=RND(1)*640
00100 Y=RND(1)*500
00110 PRINT AS;"Style",S
00120 PRINT AS;"Line =”,X,Y
00130 NEXT A
00140 PRINT AS;"Clear"
00150 NEXT S
00170 END

Boxes.BAS

00020 REM This program can not be used in page interlace mode
00040
00050

PRINT CHRS(27);"E";CHRS(27);"x 1 “;CHRS(27)
AS=CHRS(1)

;"x5"

00060
00070
00080
00090
00100
00110
00120
00130
00140
00150
00160
00170
00180
00200
00210
00220
00230
00240
00250
00260
00270
00280
00290
00300
00310
00320
00330

PRINT AS;"Reset:Clear:Origin Bottom;
P=1:P1=0
FOR DI=450 TO 50 STEP -2
S=S+1;IF S=50 THEN S=1
X1=INT(RND(1)*640)
X2=INT(RND(1)*640)
Y1=INT(RND(1)*500)
Y2=INT(RND(1)*500)
IF ABS(X2—XI)>D1 THEN GOTO 100
IF ABS(Y2—Yl)>D1 THEN GOTO 100
GOSUB 210
GOSUB 210
NEXT DI
END
P=P+1:IF P=2 THEN P=0
P1=P1+1:IF Pl=2 THEN P1=0
PRINT AS;"Display",P
PRINT AS;"Draw",Pl
PRINT AS;"Mode +Erase"
PRINT AS;“Style 0 0"
PRINT AS;"Erase",XI,Yl,X2,Y2
PRINT AS;"Box “,XI,Yl,X2,Y2
PRINT AS;"Style 0",S
PRINT AS;"Mode -Erase"
PRINT AS;"Erase",XI,Yl,X2,Y2
PRINT AS;"Box",X1,Yl,X2,Y2
RETURN

Mode +Pixel"
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Boxes.BAS
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Sine.BAS

00040 PRINT CHRS(27);"E";CHRS(27);“x 1";CHRS(27);"x5"
00050 AS=CHRS(1)
00060 PRINT AS;"Reset:Clear:Mode +Pixel"
00070 FOR S=245 TO 5 STEP -5
00080 PRINT AS;"Go -300 0"
00090 P=P+.1
00100 FOR X=—300 TO 300 STEP 6
00110 Y=INT(COS(X+P)»S)

00120 PRINT AS;"Line =",X,Y
00130 NEXT X
00140 NEXT S
00160 END

Circlel.BAS

00040 PRINT CHRS(27);“E";CHRS(27);“x 1";CHRS(27);"x5"
00050 AS—CHRS(1)
00060 PRINT AS;"Reset:Clear:Mode +Pixel"
00070 FOR R=240 TO 5 STEP -5
00080 PRINT AS;"Circle",XI,Y2,R
00090 PRINT AS;"Circle",X2,Y2,R
00100 PRINT AS;"Circle",XI,Y1,R
00110 PRINT AS;"Circle",X2,Y1,R
00120 X1=X 1 —5:X2=X2+5
00130 Y1=Y1—5:Y2=Y2+5
00140 NEXT R
00160 END

Circle2.BAS

00020 REM This program can not be used in page interlace mode.
00040 PRINT CHRS(27);"E";CHRS(27);"x 1";CHRS(27);"x5"
00050 AS=CHRS(1)
00060 PRINT AS;"Reset:Clear:Mode +Pixel"
00070 R=10:G=15:P1=0:P2=1
00080 FOR L=1 TO 8
00090 FOR D=10 TO 360 STEP 10
00100 PRINT AS;"Display",Pl
00110 PRINT AS;"Draw",P2
00120 P1=P1+1:IF Pl=3 THEN P1=0
00130 P2=P2+1:IF P2=3 THEN P2=0
00140 PRINT AS;"Rotate",D
00150 PRINT AS;"Go 0 0"
00160 PRINT AS;"Circle #170 0",R
00170 NEXT D
00180 R=R+G
00190 G=G—2
00200 NEXT L
00220 END
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Sine.BAS
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Circle!.BAS
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Circle2.BAS
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Radi i.BAG
00030 PRINT CHRX27);"E"
00040 A$=CHR*(1)

00050 PRINT A$;"Reset:Clear:Mode +Pixel"
00060 PRINT A$;"Origin Bottom"
00070 FOR A=2 TO 360 STEP 2
00080 PRINT A*;"Rotate",A
00090 PRINT A$;"Line 424 250 #210 0"
00100 PRINT A$;"Line 214 250 #-210 0"
00110 NEXT A
00130 END

Rotate.BAS

00030 PRINT CHR$(27);"E"
00040 A$=CHR$(1)

00050 PRINT A$;"Reset:Clear s Mode +Pixel +Toggle“
00060 FOR A=3 TO 360 STEP 3
00070 PRINT A$;"Rotate",A
00080 PRINT A«;"Box 0 0 #160 160"
00090 NEXT A
00110 END
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Radii.BAS
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Rotate.BAS
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Demo.IGC
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Demo.IBC
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Demo.IGC
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PDs and PDCs

The Pseudo Disk Device Driver

HDDS and CP/M Versions 2.0

Written by Darron J. Shaffer
and Clay D. Montgomery

Copyright (c) 1985 by

SigmaSo-Ft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107

Dallas, TX 75234

This is a copyrighted proprietary software product of
SigmaSoft and Systems. All rights are reserved. Sale of this
software conveys a license for its use on a single computer
owned or operated by the purchaser. Copying, duplicating,
selling or otherwise distributing this product or its
documentation for any other purpose is prohibited.

Introduction

The Pseudo Disk Device Driver is a floppy disk drive
emulator designed especially for use with the Interactive
Graphics Controller. PDs and PDC: (the HDDS and CP/M versions
respectively) use the video memory available on the IGC device
to store disk files in the standard format of the operating
system involved.

Files can be read and written to/from the Pseudo Disk in
exactly the same way other drive units in the system are used
but in a fraction of the time required by mechanical drives.

Getting Started

The device drivers are provided on the IGC
distribution software diskettes. One of these disks contains
the HDDS version and another contains the CP/M version of the
same software. Begin by copying the contents of the one you
wish to use onto a system disk. Be sure to store these
distribution diskettes in a safe place once they have been
copied onto working system disks.
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Performing a Set Operation

The Set utilities (Set.ABS under HDDS and Set.COM under
CP/M) allow the user to configure various options available for
a device driver. The Set utilities modify the driver by making
patches in the code of the program and then writting the patched
driver back to the device driver disk file, so that the change
need not be made again. The PD: and PDC: device drivers support
several of these options and they must be set properly for the
driver to operate. An example of the syntax under HDDS would
be:

>Set PD: Help

Under CP/M type:

A>Set PDC: Help

The values specified for a set operation may be given in
several number bases by supplying the proper radix where decimal
is the default. Each time a set operation is performed the set
status table for all of the options will be displayed to verify
that the desired change has been made.

The Help Option

The Help option will display the set status of all of
the options to the system console without making any set changes
to the driver. All of the values displayed will be in decimal,
regardless of the number base they were originally set in.

The Bank and NoBank Options

These options allow the partitioning of the available
IGC memory between the Pseudo Disk and other drivers you may
wish to run simultaneously.

The maximum amount of memory that the IGC system
supports is 256k bytes. This address range is divided into four
banks, each of which has 64k bytes of capacity. However, you
can only use these banks if they exist on your IGC board. Refer
to the chart below for a summary of the available banks on your
particular model.

Take care that you only enable banks which do actually
exist on your IGC board. If non—existant banks are enabled, or
if banks are enabled that are also used by other device drivers,
data stored on the Pseudo Disk will be lost. Note that at least
one bank must be enabled for the Pseudo Disk driver. Bank 0 is
the default.
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The IS: and IGC: graphics drivers always use bank 0, and
will also use bank 2 i-f bank interlace mode is selected (refer
to the Inter set option o-f IG: and IGC:). These banks can be
used by the Pseudo Disk i-f the graphics driver will not be used.

If you are uncertain about the memory size of your IGC
board, run the IGCTEST utility and use the Control-B function to
skip to the memory banking test. This test will display the
memory size for you.

Summary of Available Memory Banks

Total IGC Memory Size Available Memory Banks

64k Bank 0 only.
128k Either bank 0, 2, or both.
256k Any combination of banks 0, 1, 2, or 3.

The Port Option

The Port set option defines the I/O port address of the
Interactive Graphics Control1er/Pseudo Disk. The port address
value set here must correspond to the port address selected on
the interface board. The standard port address for the IGC
device is 8.

Set Option Summary for PDs and PDC:

Help
Bank0
NoBank0
Bankl
NoBank1
Bank2
NoBank2
Bank3
NoBank3
Port x

Print Set Option Summary With Status
Enable Bank 0 for use by Pseudo Disk
Disable Bank 0 for use by Pseudo Disk
Enable Bank 1 for use by Pseudo Disk
Disable Bank 1 for use by Pseudo Disk
Enable Bank 2 for use by Pseudo Disk-
Disable Bank 2 for use by Pseudo Disk
Enable Bank 3 for use by Pseudo Disk
Disable Bank 3 for use by Pseudo Disk
IGC Port Address (8 Standard)
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Loading the Device Driver

Under CP/M the PDC: driver must be loaded into the
system using the Loadd.COM utility provided. The PD: driver
under HDDS will load automatically when mounted. For HDDS type:

>MOUNT PD:

Under CP/M type:

A>LOADD PDC:

If you get an error, it will most likely be because
either the PD.DVD (HDDS) or PDC.DVD (CP/M) file is not present
on the system disk. Error messages should be self explanatory.

Note that you may be prompted about space being
available above the BIOS with CP/M. If you are unfamiliar with
this, simply hit return. Refer to the section on the Loadd.COM
utility for a complete explanation of this.

Initialization

When the Pseudo Disk driver is loaded, it will ask if
you wish to initialize PD: (format unit M: under CP/M). If this
is the first time the Pseudo Disk driver has been loaded since
the computer was powered up, then you must respond with a ’Yes’
to erase the memory area and create a directory on the Pseudo
Disk for file storage.

Once initialized, the Pseudo Disk is ready to store
files. Files which are written to the Pseudo Disk will remain
intact even during cold boots, so long as power to the computer
is not turned off.

When the system is rebooted, simply repeat the
proceedure for loading the PD: or PDC: driver. If you wish for
the files on the Pseudo Disk to remain intact, be sure to
respond ’No’ to the initialization prompt.
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Copying -Files to and -From the Pseudo Disk

Under HDDS the PD0: device -Functions in just the same
way as the SY0: and the DK0: devices. With CP/M the PDC: device
becomes M: similar to the units As and B:. For HDDS types

>CAT PD:

Under CP/M type:

A>DIR M:

Any copy utility such as PIP can be used to transfer
to and -From the Pseudo Disk. An example of this under

HDDS is as follows:

>PIP PD:=PIP.ABS

For CP/M type:

A>PIP M:=PIP.COM

Under HDDS the PD: driver can be Sysgened as a bootable
device using the Sysgen.ABS and Boot.ABS utilities provided with
HDDS. Simply mount the PD: device and run Sysgen specifying PD:
as the destination device. The Boot.ABS utility will then
reboot the system from PD:. Type:

>BOOT PD:
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SP: and SPC>

Spooling Printer Device Driver

HDDS and CP/M Versions 1.0

Written by Clay D. Montgomery
and Darron J. Shaffer

Copyright (c) 1985 by

SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107

Dallas, TX 75234

This is a copyrighted proprietary software product of
SigmaSoft and Systems. All rights are reserved. Sale of this
software conveys a license for its use on a single computer
owned or operated by the purchaser. Copying, duplicating,
selling or otherwise distributing this product or its
documentation for any other purpose is prohibited.

Introduction

The Spooling Printer device driver is a general purpose
printer driver designed especially for use with the Interactive
Graphics Controller. The IGC memory can be utilized to store
the spooled data or the spooling can be disabled if the IGC
memory is not available.

This driver is compatible with virtually any type of
printer and printer interface. Versions are provided for HDDS,
CP/M, parallel, and serial interfaces.

Character Set

SP:/SPC: supports the entire ASCII character set. All
printable and non—printable control characters will be passed to
the printer with the parity bit intact. This is to prevent
interference with any of the special features of a printer that
the user may wish to access by passing control codes.

Getting Started

The device drivers are provided on the IGC software
distribution diskettes. One of these disks contains the HDDS
version and another contains the CP/M version of the same
software. Begin by copying the contents of the one you wish to
use onto a system disk. Be sure to store these distribution
diskettes in a safe place once they have been copied onto
working system disks.
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Two versions of the spooling driver are provided on each
diskette. One version is for use with a parallel printer
interface and the other is for a serial printer interface.
Refer to the chart below to determine the file name for the
version of the driver that matches your hardware system. Then,
rename this file to eliminate the numeral. For example, if you
wish to use a parallel interface under HDDS, copy the file named
SP1.DVD to a file named SP.DVD on your HDDS system disk.

The working copy of this driver must be named SP.DVD
on your HDDS system disk and SPC.DVD on your CP/M system disk.
The other versions of the drivers will not be needed unless you
ever change your printer interface type.

File Names for the Different Versions of SPs/SPCs

Interface

Paral1el
Serial

HDDS Name

SP1.DVD
SP2.DVD

CP/M Name

SPC1.DVD
SPC2.DVD

Once you have selected the proper version of SP: or SPCs
for your system, the next step is configuration. These drivers
have a number of important set options that must be configured
properly before use.
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Performing a Set Operation

The Set utilities (Set.ABS under HDDS and Set.COM under
CP/M) allow the user to configure various options available -For
a device driver. The Set utilities modify the driver by making
patches in the code of the program and then writting the patched
driver back to the device driver disk file, so that the change
need not be made again. The SP: and SPC: device drivers support
many of these set options. An example of the syntax under HDDS
would be:

>Set SP: Help

Under CP/M type:

A>Set SPC: Help

Although most of these set options are optional, several
control the manner in which the driver communicates with the
printer. These options must be set properly for the driver to
operate.
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The values specified -for a set operation may be given in
several number bases by supplying the proper radix where decimal
is the default. Each time a set operation is performed the set
status table for all of the options will be displayed to verify
that the desired change has been made.

The Help Option

The Help option will display the set status of all of
the options to the system console without making any set changes
to the driver. All of the values displayed will be in decimal,
regardless of the number base they were originally set in.

The Form and NoForm Options

The Form and NoForm set options set and reset the form
flag. If this flag is set the printer will advance to the top
of the next unused form when the driver is closed after a print
operation.

Skip and NoSkip

The Skip and NoSkip set options set and reset the skip
flag. If this flag is set, the driver will skip all redundant
form feeds. If nothing has yet been printed on a form, then the
driver will ignore any form feeds that might occur, which would
normally cause forms to be skipped blank. This feature can be
very useful while printing a file that has already been paged
with form feed characters.

The PPI and NoPPI Options

The PPI and NoPPI set options set and reset the PPI
(8255 type Programmable Peripheral Interface) flag. This option
is not available with serial versions of the SP: and SPCs
drivers.

This flag should only be set if you are using the
Heath/Zenith Multifunction I/O Card (Z—89—11) or a similar board
to interface your printer. This flag must not be set (NoPPI) if
you are using one of the Centronics interfaces on the SigmaSoft
Universal Parallel Interface Board.

The CTS and NoCTS Options

The CTS and NoCTS set options set and reset the CTS
(Clear To Send) when low flag. This option is not available
with parallel versions of the SPs and SPC: drivers.

This flag should only be set if you are using the
non-standard H/Z14 printer cable to connect the serial I/O board
to your printer. This flag must not be set (NoCTS) if you are
using the standard DSR (Data Set Ready) high serial cable.
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The Bank and NoBank Options

These options allow the partitioning o-F the available
IGC memory between the Spooler and other drivers you may wish to
run simultaneously.

The maximum amount o-F memory that the IGC system
supports is 256k bytes. This address range is divided into four
banks, each of which has 64k bytes of capacity. However, you
can only use these banks if they exist on your IGC board. Refer
to the chart below for a summary of the available banks on your
particular model.

Take care that you only enable banks which do actually
exist on your IGC board. If non—existant banks are enabled, or
if banks are enabled that are also used by other device drivers,
data stored in the Spooler will be lost. Note that this driver
can be used without any IGC memory banks if you so desire.

By disabling all four banks for this driver it will
assume non—spooling mode in which it functions as a regular
printer driver. This mode must be used to print graphics with a
64k IGC board.

The IG; and IGC: graphics drivers always use bank 0, and
will also use bank 2 if bank interlace mode is selected (refer

to the Inter set option of IG: and IGC:). These banks can be
used by the Spooler if the graphics driver will not be used.

If you are uncertain about the memory size of your IGC
board, run the IGCTEST utility and use the Control—B function to
skip to the memory banking test. This test will display the
memory size for you.

Summary of Available Memory Banks

Total IGC Memory Size Available Memory Banks

64k Bank 0 only.
128k Either bank 0, 2, or both.
256k Any combination of banks 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Page x

The Page set option determines the count of lines per
page that will be printed before ski ping the form perforation.
Also, note that zero can be set as the lines per page count to
effectively disable paging.
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The Ports Option

The Ports set option defines the I/O port addresses of
both the IGC and printer devices. The first value is the port
address of the Interactive Graphics Controller and the second
value is the port address of the printer. The port address
values set here must correspond to the port address values of
the particular interface boards being used. The standard port
address for the IGC device is 8. The standard port address of
the first Centronics interface on the Universal Parallel I/O

Board is 15. The standard serial printer port address of the
H/Z89 is 224 decimal (340 octal).

The Ready Option

The Ready set option is for use in configuring the
handshaking of the driver with the printer through a Centronics
parallel interface. This option is not available with serial
versions of the SP: and SPC; drivers.

When using the SigmaSoft Universal Parallel Interface
with a standard Centronics cable, these values should be set to
30, 24. If you are instead using an 8255 type Programmable
Peripheral Interface (such as the Heath/Zenith Multifunction I/O

Card or a similar board) to interface your printer, these values
should be 128, 128.

The first value is used
selectively clear bits that are to
status byte. The second value
compare pattern to determine if the
the next data byte.

as a Boolean And mask to
be ignored in the input

is then used as the binary
printer is ready to receive

A full Centronics interface will have four or five bits
which collectively indicate the printer status (Busy, error,
paper out, etc.). This system allows the user to configure the
device handshaking to monitor any or all of the condition bits
of the input status byte. Refer to the chart below for an
example of calculating the Ready set values for a particular
system.

Ready Set Option Values Calculation Example

Bit

0
1

3
4
5
6
7

Value

1

4
8
16
32
64
128

Ready Pattern

0
0
1
1

Indicates

Data Acknowledge
Printer Not Busy
Paper Not Empty
Device Selected
No Printer Error
Undefined
Undefined
Undef ined
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Bits 1,2,3, and 4 should be monitored, so And mask would
be 00011110 binary (30 decimal) to mask all other bits of status
byte clear. The logical And result is then compared to the
ready value (second set option value) which would be 00011000
binary (24 decimal).

The Baud Option

The Baud set option is for use in configuring the serial
data baud rate between the serial interface and the printer.
This option is not available with parallel versions of the SF':
and SPCs drivers.

This baud rate should correspond to the baud rate
selected on the internal switches of the printer you are using.
Note that baud rates above 1200 may be unreliable on some
printers when printing high resolution graphics, due to
limitations of their serial interface boards. For this reason
SigmaSoft strongly recommends the use of a parallel printer
interface if you are going to be printing graphics.

The Init Option

The Init set option determines the 16 byte printer
initialization sequence which is output to the printer device
each time a print operation is performed.

This data should contain any of the control characters
or escape sequences that are required by your printer to
initialize. This option can also be used to configure the
printer for any special default modes that are desired. Refer
to the operations manual for your printer to determine what
modes are available. The following chart list the recommended
values for this option for several different printer types. All
unused values of this sequence should be set to zero.

Recommended Values for the Init Option

Values Printer Type

27,64 Epson/Star Gemini/Panasonic/Riteman/Mannesman Tally
17,2,5,6,29 Integral Data Systems/Paper Tiger/Micro Prism
17,27,62 C. ITOH/Prowriter
17,29 Okidata/Microline/Okigraph
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Set Option Summary -For SP: and SPCt (Parallel Printer Interface

Help
Form
NoForm
Skip
NoSkip
PPI
NoPPI
Bank®
NoBank®
Bankl
NoBank1
Bank2
NoBank2
Bank3
NoBank3
Page x
Ports x,x
Ready x,x
Init x,x,x

Print Set Option Summary With Status
Form Feed Printer After a Print Command
No Form Feed After a Print Command
Skip redundant form feeds.
Pass all form feeds.
Printer Interface is 8255 Type PPI
Printer Interface is SigmaSoft Type Centronics
Enable Bank 0 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 0 for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 1 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 1 for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 2 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 2 for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 3 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 3 for use by Spooler
Count of lines per page.
IGC and Printer Port Addresses (8, 15 Standard)

Printer Device Handshaking (3®, 24 Standard)
, 16 Byte Printer Initialization Sequence

Set Option Summary for SP» and SPCs (Serial Printer Interface)

Help
Form
NoForm
Skip
NoSkip
CTS
NoCTS
Bank®
NoBank®
Bankl
NoBank 1
Bank2
NoBank2
Bank3
NoBank3
Page x
Ports x,x
Baud x
Init x,x,x

Print Set Option Summary With Status
Form Feed Printer After a Print Command
No Form Feed After a Print Command
Skip redundant form feeds.
Pass all form feeds.
Printer handshaking is Clear To Send when Low.
Printer handshaking is Data Set Ready when High,
Enable Bank 0 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank ® for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 1 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 1 for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 2 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 2 for use by Spooler
Enable Bank 3 for use by Spooler
Disable Bank 3 for use by Spooler
Count of lines per page.
IGC and Printer Port Addresses (8, 224 Standard;
Printer Serial Interface Data Baud Rate

,... 16 Byte Printer Initialization Sequence
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Loading the Device Driver

Under CP/M the SPC: driver must be loaded into the
system using the Loadd.COM utility provided. The SP: driver
under HDDS will load automatically when used. To manually load
the driver under HDDS types

>LOAD SP:

Under CP/M type:

A>LOADD SPC:

If you get an error, it will most likely be because
either the SP.DVD (HDDS) or SPC.DVD (CP/M) file is not present
on the system disk. Error messages should be self explanatory.

Note that you may be prompted about space being
available above the BIOS with CP/M. If you are unfamiliar with
this, simply hit return. Refer to the section on the Loadd.COM
utility for a complete explanation of this.

Printing Text Files with the Spooler

Under HDDS the SPs driver is a direct replacement for
the standard LP: device. With CP/M the SPC: driver replaces the
standard printer routine in the BIOS and becomes the system list
device (LST:). This insures compatibility with application
software and provides spooling capability to any program that
uses these standard devices for printer output.

ASCII text files can be output to the printer using the
Spooler with the standard PIP utility. For HDDS type:

>PIP SP:=DEMO.IGC

For CP/M type:

A>PIP LST:=DEMO.IGC,EOF:

Note that the files you copy to the Spooler must be
smaller than the amount of memory allocated to the driver or the
Spooler will stop and wait for the space to become available.
Once the printer has accepted enough of the data, control will
be returned to the system.

An important feature of the Spooler is its ability to
remove its own interrupt vector when it is closed. This means
that the Spooler only uses CPU processing time when it actually
has data to print- However, this does require that the spooler
be properly closed after a write operation. Under CP/M the
driver has to be closed manually by appending the EOF:
specification after the file name as shown in the above example.
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Printing High Resolution Graphics

The IG:/IGC: graphics driver also uses the spooler -For
printer output to process a Print command. This provides
spooling capability to graphics printing and reduces the size of
the graphics driver. However, this requires that the spooler
driver be resident in memory when a Print command is sent to the
IG:/IGC: graphics driver. If the Spooler is not resident, the
Print command will not be performed.

Before a graphics dump can be printed the SP:/SPC:
driver must be manually loaded into memory. Under HDDS this can
be done either temporarily or permenantly. For example:

>COPY SP:
>LOAD SP:

Under CP/M type:

A>LDADD SPC:

(Temporary load for HDDS)
(Permenant load for HDDS)

With the Spooler loaded, the graphics dump can now be
performed by sending a Print command to the graphics driver.
For HDDS type:

>COPY IG:=TT:
PRINT
(Control D)

Under CP/M type:

A>PIP PUN:=CON:
PRINT
(Control Z)

Aborting and Duplicating Print Operations

The Spooler driver features two commands for aborting a
spooled printout, and making multiple copies. These commands
are Stop and Copy respectively. The IGC software distribution
disks contain two files which consist of these commands to
simplify their use. The syntax for these commands is ESTOP] and
ECOPY1. If these files are present on your system disk you can
abort a spooled print operation under HDDS by simply typing:

>COPY SP:=STOP

Under CP/M type:

A>PIP LST:=STOP

The Copy command places the Spooler into multiple copy
mode. In this mode, the driver will print continuous copies of
the contents of the spooler buffer without the need to rewrite
the data to the spooler.
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To use this -Feature the Copy command must be given to
the driver -First, -Followed by the data to print. When the -First
copy is completed the driver will automatically begin another.
This process will continue until the driver receives a Stop
command as shown above. To enable multiple copy mode under HDDS
type:

>COPY SP:=COPY

Under CP/M type:

A>PIP LST:=COPY
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LOADD.COM

Device Driver Load Utility -For CP/M

Version 2.0

Copyright (c) 1985 by

SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107

Dallas, TX 75234

This is a copyrighted proprietary software product of
SigmaSoft and Systems. All rights are reserved. Sale of this
software conveys a license for its use on a single computer
owned or operated by the purchaser. Copying, duplicating,
selling or otherwise distributing this product or its
documentation for any other purpose is prohibited.

Introduction

The Loadd utility is used to install SigmaSoft device
drivers into a CP/M 80 system. This utility dynamically
allocates space from the Transient Program Area of the CP/M
system and reserves it for the installed driver module. The
principal advantage of this technique is ease of use. Whereas,
in a standard CP/M system the I/O drivers and other continually
resident programs must be written and assembled into the system
BIOS, the Loadd utility provides the means to load device driver
modules of the same capability with one simple command.

Theory

The Loadd utility begins by reading the specified driver
file into memory and testing the code for validity. If the file
does contain a valid driver then a search of the CP/M system is
made to locate a possible matching driver which has already been
loaded. If a matching driver is found, then the Loadd utility
will request the resident driver to unload, so that the new
version may be loaded in its place. Only if the resident driver
responds to the unload request will the reload occur. This is
to provide the capability to reload a driver which may have had
set changes made while at the same time protect drivers which
may be processing interrupts.

If a matching driver is not already present in the
system, the user will be prompted for a location to load the new
driver. This location can either be 2048 bytes below the BDOS
(top of the TPA), or above the system BIDS. This second option
assumes that 64k of memory is installed in the computer and that
the BIOS has been moved down to make room for the device driver
module.
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The Load Utility then uses a relocation table at the end
o-F the device driver -File to modify the driver code so that it
will execute at the calculated load address. The modified
driver code is then moved into place at the load address and
called to sign on.

If the driver is requested to load below the CCP, two
important patches are made to the CP/M system to reserve this
memory area. The first is to the BDOS pointer in the System
Parameter Area and the second is to the portion of the warm boot
code in the BIOS which initializes this pointer.
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Loading Device Driver Modules

Before any of the functions or features of a device
driver can operate, the device driver must first be loaded into
the CP/M system from the corresponding driver file using the
Load utility. Examples of the syntax for doing this are:

A>Loadd IGC:

A>B:Loadd BzPDC:

The proper driver name to type following the load
command will depend on the particular device driver you wish to
load. Note that the driver file name specified to load must
have the .DVD device driver file name extension which is the
default.

The load utility will display a table of all of the
currently loaded device driver modules showing their names,
sizes, and load locations. The load locations can either be
below the CCP (the default) or above the system BIOS. If this
is the first time this driver has been loaded you will be asked
if there is space available above the BIOS. If not, simply hit
return and the driver will be loaded below the CCP.

Once loaded, the driver will be operational and will
remain locked into the CP/M system until the next cold boot so
that it need not be reloaded. Most drivers can be reloaded
without rebooting so that set changes will take immediate
effect. If a driver can not be reloaded, an appropriate error
message will be displayed.

Multiple drivers of different names can be loaded
simultaneously into the CP/M system. However, if the drivers
conflict, (such as two printer drivers of different names
configured for the same printer) only the last driver loaded
will be active for that device.

Allocating Space Above the BIOS

The standard technique of installing device drivers
below the CCP has two drawbacks. First, the CCP is locked into
place removing 2k bytes of memory from the system. Second,
installing drivers below the CCP is somewhat BIOS version
dependent and so may not be possible with some non-standard CP/M

implementations. If this is the case with the CP/M system you
are using, a BIOS Incompatibility Error message will be
displayed when you attempt to load a driver below the CCP.

Allocating space for a driver above the BIOS is a simple
process which eliminates these problems. First, attempt to load
the driver below the CCP so that the load utility will show you
the size of the driver. This size specification is given in
bytes and must be converted to a kilobyte count for the MOVCPM
utility. Round the size given up to the nearest multiple of
1024 and drop the three right digits to convert the number to a
kilobyte value as shown in the chart below.
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Byte Size to Kilobyte Size Conversion Chart

Size in Bytes Kilobyte Size System Size

1 through 1024 1 63
1025 through 2048 2 62
2049 through 3072 3 61
3073 through 4096 4 60
4097 through 5120 ^5 59
5121 through 6144 6 58
6145 through 7168 7 57
7169 through 8192 8 56
8193 through 9216 9 55
9217 through 10240 10 54
10241 through 11264 11 53»
11265 through 12288 12 52
12289 through 13312 13 51
13313 through 14336 14 50
14337 through 15360 15 49
15361 through 16384 16 48

Run the MOVCPM utility supplied with your CP/M software
and specify the system size to be 64k minus the kilobyte size as
shown in the above chart- For example, the PDC: driver is less
than 1024 bytes in size so the command would be:

A>MOVCPM 63

The MOVCPM utility will create the new CP/M system in
memory only. Use your CP/M SYSGEN utility to copy it to a disk.
Type:

A>SYSGEN

Note that
vary depending on

the names of the MOVCPM and SYSGEN utility may
the type of CP/M system you are using.

Driver Loading Errors

The process of loading a device driver is successful as
long as an error message was not printed. If any error message
appears then the driver will not be active and none of the
functions of that driver can be used until a successful load
operation is completed.
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Introduction

Programmers experienced with graphics and Assembly
Language may wish to develop custom software which communicates
with the IGC directly rather than through a device driver. The
following section is provided to help in this endeavor.
However, this information is not required to use the IGC due
to the capabilities of the device driver software that is
provided with the IGC.

The primary advantage of direct communication with the
IGC is greater speed and more effective memory usage for
specialized applications. In an effort to encourage independent
software development, SigmaSoft offers the source codes to the
provided device drivers on diskette. The source to the graphics
driver can be particuarly helpful in the development of custom
graphics programs since it contains an extensive set of drawing
pri mitives.

Video Memory Organization

The IGC consist of either 1, 2, or 4 banks of
independent random access memory which is addressed by an array
of counters and descrete logic through a set of eight parallel
register/ports. It is through the first six of these ports that
addresses, video memory data, and control data are accessed. The
additional two ports are used on the interface board as
Centronics interfaces.

When the pixel video output is enabled, the first bank
is used to generate the even field frames. The odd field
frames, if an interlace mode is selected, can be generated from
either the second bank of IGC memory (bank interlace) or from
the same first bank at an address 20000 bytes higher than the
current even field frame address (page interlace). The second
bank (if present) can only be displayed as the odd field in bank
interlace mode. The third and fourth banks (if present) can
never be displayed as video.

Data stored in the first IGC memory bank will be
displayed starting at the current window address and ending at
an address 20000 bytes higher. From the window address each
byte is displayed with the least significant bit to the left and
the most significant bit to the right. Each scan line is
composed of 80 bytes of data. Frames consist of 240 scan lines
when the 25th line of the H/Z19 is off and 250 scan lines when
it is on. Note that this also affects the starting address of
the odd field frame in page interlace mode. Below is a diagram
to summarize.
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The Organization o-F the IGO Video Memory (Non-interlace)
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The I/O Address Registers

The 16 bits of address needed for the 64k of video
memory is provided through the I/O address registers. The low
order byte of the desired address is output to the Low I/O
Address port and the high order byte is output to the High I/O

Address port. These two registers collectively form the 16 bit
IGC memory I/O address. Both of these registers are cleared by
a hardware master reset.

The Video Memory Data I/O Register

Data can be either read or written from/to the addressed
memory location through the Data I/O port. Each time a write
operation is performed to this register, the I/O Address
registers are automatically post incremented by 1. This allows
contiguous blocks of video data to be moved without repeated
addressing. Similarly, Read operations from the Data I/O port
also post increment the I/O address registers, but only if
enabled through the control register.

The Window Address Registers

The 16 bit Window Address is programmed similar to the
way the I/O Address is programmed. The low order byte of the
desired address is output to the Low Window Address port and the
high order byte is output to the High Window Address port.
These two registers collectively form the 16 bit IGC Window
Address. The Window Address is not incremented by data I/O
operations- A hardware master reset also clears these two
registers.

The Light Pen Address Registers

The Light Pen Address registers contain the low and high
bytes of the current light pen address. This is the address of
the IGC video memory image byte that the light pen device (if
present) is currently pointed at. Note that the validity of
this address must be tested by a multiple polling process and/or
checking the status of the light pen switch, which can be input
through the most significant bit of the Left Input Device
register. Software can locate the pen in a dark area by
flashing the screen with the video invert enable through the
control register.

The Input Device Registers

The Left and Right Input Device registers are two
general purpose input ports for joystick and trackball type
devices. Both of these ports are pinned out to a separate
interface on the IGC board. SigmaSoft offers an adapter cable
that connects one of these interfaces directly to any digital
Atari standard trackball or joystick. The standard Atari
interface uses a DB-9 type connector.
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In this standard
significant five bits of
direction and fire button
in the chart below.

hardware configuration,
an input port indicate
status by a low state as

the least
a current
summarized

Standard

Bit Number

0
1
2

4

Input Device Format

Bit Value Status

1 Up
o Down
4 Left
8 Right
16 Fire

Below is a summary of all eight of the register/ports of
the IGC. Note that these port addresses are dependent apon the
port address selection jumpers located on the interface board.

The IGC Register Set

Port Number Hex Address Data Direction Register Function

#8 8 Read/Write Video Memory Data
#9 9 Read Low Pen Address
#9 9 Write Low I/O Address
#10 A Read High Pen Address
#10 A Write High I/O Address
#11 B Read Left Input Device
#11 B Write Low Window Address
#12 C Read Right Input Device
#12 C Write High Window Address
#13 D Read/Write Control Register
#14 E Read/Write Centronics Interface
#15 F Read/Write Centronics Interface
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The IGC Control Register is a special register /port in
which all eight bits are divided into various control functions
for the IGC. This register is bidirectional so that an input
operation will always return the last value output to this port.
This allows software the capability to snake selective changes in
the status of the IGC. All eight bits of the Control Register
are automatical1y cleared by a hardware master reset.

The Pixel and Character Video Enable Bits

The first two bits of the Control Register select the
video that will be displayed. The Pixel Video is the high
resolution image generated by the IGC and the Character Video is
the output from the Terminal Logic Board. Selecting both of
these functions simultaneously will result in the two video
images being overlayed on the CRT by boolean Or logic.

The Video Invert Enable Bit

The Video Invert Enable allows both the pixel and
character video to be inverted on the CRT display. This is a
full screen invert. Note that only the state of the pixels on
the screen is inverted, and not the contents of video memory.

The Alternate Character Set Enable Bit

The Alternate Character Set Enable bit deselects the
normal character ROM of the Terminal Logic Board and selects the
alternate ROM. If an alternate ROM does not exsist, there will
be no character video.

The Automatic Video Memory Fill Enable Bit

The Automatic Video Memory Fill bit provides a fast
method for erasing the contents of an entire bank of the IGC’s
memory. When this control bit is set, the currently selected
video memory bank is filled with the current contents of the
data register. This function requires 50 milliseconds to
complete. Note that a starting address for the fill operation
can be provided in the I/O Address register. Note that this
control bit and either of the two memory bank select bits must
not be altered in a single port operation or the wrong bank may
be altered. Also note that the I/O address registers are
altered by this function.

The Automatic Increment on Read Disable Bit

The Automatic Increment on Read Disable defeats the
incrementing of the I/O address after each read operation from
the data register. This does not prevent the I/O address from
incrementing on write operations.
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The Video Memory Bank Select Bits

The two Bank Select control bits determine which of the
four 64k banks will receive all data I/O operations- The Bank
Select 0 bit will be ignored on 128k byte systems, and both bits
will be ignored on 64k byte systems.

The IGC Control Register

Bit Number Bit Value Function Summary

0 1
1 2
2 4
3 8
4 16
5 32
6 64
7 128

Pixel Video Enable
Character Video Disable
Video Invert Enable
Alternate Character Set Enable
Video Memory Fill Enable
Read Address Increment Disable
Memory Bank Select 0
Memory Bank Select 1
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The -Following section is provided to aid those who wish
to build their own cables -For driving printers, graphics input
devices, or any other device that can be interfaced through
parallel I/O ports.

The Centronics Interfaces

The four 10 and 12 pin connectors summarized in the
chart below are the two Centronics Interfaces located on the
Universal Parallel I/O Interface Board. Two connectors are used
for each port, one for input and the other for output. This
format is directly compatible with almost any printer. The
output connectors contain the buffered data to be output to the
device. The input connector can be used to input handshaking or
status information from the device. The strobes produced are
active low and are about 1 microsecond in duration.

The +5 Volt Supply provided at these connectors is drawn
directly from the power supply of the H/Z89 or H8 computer.
Therefore, the current capacity of this supply is limited by the
loading of other peripherals in your system.

The Centronics Interfaces

Output Connector (Port #6)

1 Data Strobe (Active Low)
Data Bit 2

3 Data Bit 0 (LSB)
4 Data Bit 1
5 Data Bit 3
it Data Bit 6
7 Data Bit 4
8 Data Bit 5
9
10

Data Bit 7
Ground

(MSB)

Input Connector (Port #6)

1 Data Strobe (Active Low)
2 Data Bit 0 (LSB)
-t Data Bit 1
4 Data Bit 2
5 Data Bit 3
6 Data Bit 4
7 Data Bit 5
8 Data Bit 6
9 Data Bit 7 (MSB)
10 Ground
11 No Connection
12 +5 Volt Supp1y

Output Connector (Port #7)

1 Data
Data

Strobe
Bit 2

(Active Low)

3 Data Bit 0 (LSB)
4 Data Bit 1
5 Data Bit 3
& Data Bit 6
7 Data Bit 4
8 Data Bit 5
9 Data Bit 7 (MSB)
10 Ground

Input Connector (Port #7)

1
|1 Data Strobe (Active Low)

1 Data Bit 0 (LSB)
Data Bit 1

1 4 Data Bit 2
1 5 Data Bit 3

1 6 Data Bit 4
1 7 Data Bit 5
j 8 Data Bit &
1 9 Data Bit 7 (MSB)
|10 Ground

I11 No Connection
1 12 +5 Volt Supply
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The IBC Interface

The lower 34 pin header connector on the Universal
Parallel I/O Interface Board is the IGC Interface. The buffered
eight bit data bus for all six ports, six data read strobe
signals, and six data write strobe signals are all provided at
this one connector. The strobes produced are active low and
about 1 microsecond in duration.

The IGC Interface

Ground IB 17 Data Bit 0
Ground 19 16 Data Bit 1
Ground 20 15 Data Bit 2
Ground 21 14 Data Bit “T

Ground 22 13 Data Bit 4
Ground 23 12 Data Bit
Ground 24 11 Data Bit 6
Ground 25 10 Data Bit 7
Ground 26 9 Port #0 Write Strobe
Ground 27 8 Port #1 Write Strobe
Ground 28 7 Port #2 Write Strobe
Ground 29 6 Port #3 Write Strobe
Ground 30 5 Port #4 Write Strobe
Ground 31 4 Port #5 Write Strobe

Port #5 Read Strobe 32 Port #0 Read Strobe
Port #4 Read Strobe 33 Port #1 Read Strobe
Port #3 Read Strobe 34 1 Port #2 Read Strobe < Keyed

The Hard Disk Interface (Not Present on Some Models)

The upper 34 pin header connector on the Universal
Parallel I/O Interface Board is the Hard Disk Interface. The
buffered eight bit data bus for the first eight port addresses,
the read and write strobes, and the local address bus are
provided at this connector. The strobes produced are active low
and about 1 microsecond in duration.
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The Hard Disk Interface

Ground 18 17 No Connection
Ground 19 16 No Connection
Ground 20 15 No Connection
Ground 21 14 Port #0—#7 Read Strobe
Ground 22 13 Port #0—#7 Write Strobe
Ground 23 12 Ground
Ground 24 11 Local Address Bit 2
Ground "^5 10 Local Address Bit 1
Ground 26 9 Local Address Bit 0
Ground 27 8 Data Bit 7
Ground 28 7 Data Bit 6
Ground 29 6 Data Bit 5
Ground 30 5 Data Bit 4
Ground 31 4 Data Bit 3
Ground 32 -T Data Bit 2
Ground 33 Data Bit 1
Ground 34 1 Data Bit 0 < Keyed

The CPU Control Connector

The control connector (8 pin connector) on the Universal
Parallel Board provides a number of control signals which can be
used for custom applications. The first three inputs (Pins 1,
2, and 3) are required by the H/Z89 version of the Universal
Parallel Board to operate properly. These inputs are provided
by the CPU Control Cable. Pins 1, 2, and 3 have no connection
on the H8 version. Pins 4 and 5 are outputs which indicate that
one of the eight port addresses of the Universal Parallel Board
have been accessed, and the data flow direction for that I/O
operation. Pins 6 and 7 are inputs which can be used to
tristate the outputs of ports 1 and 2. These inputs are tied
low through 4.7k Ohms to ground on the Universal Parallel Board.

Control Connector

1

4
5
6
7
8

Port I/O Enable 0 (H/Z89 Input, Active High)
Port I/O Enable 1 (H/Z89 Input, Active Low)

Processor Read (H/Z89 Input, Active Low)
Data Write (Output, Active Low)
Local Port Select (Output, Active Low)
Port #6 Output TriState (Input, Active High)
Port #7 Output TriState (Input, Active High)
Ground
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The Input Device Interfaces

The two 12 pin connectors summarized in the chart below
are the Left and Right Input Device Interfaces located on the
Interactive Graphics Controller Board. This format is directly
compatible with many digital trackball and joystick devices.
All 16 bits of these interfaces are tied high through 4.7k Ohm
pull up resistors. Note that these interfaces are also
compatible with the Centronics Input Connectors on the Interface
Board. The strobes produced are active low and are about 1.5
microseconds in duration. The +5 Volt Supply provided at these
connectors is drawn from the regulated +5 volt supply of the
IGC.

The Input Device Interfaces

Left Input Device (Fort #3) Right Input Device (Port #4)

1 Data Strobe (Active Low) 1 Data Strobe (Active Low)

2 Data Bit 0 (LSB) 2 Data Bit 0 (LSB)
Data Bit 1 “T Data Bit 1

4 Data Bit 2 4 Data Bit 2
5 Data Bit 3 Data Bit 3
6 Data Bit 4 6 Data Bit 4
7 Data Bit 5 7 Data Bit 5
8 Data Bit 6 8 Data Bit 6
9 Data Bit 7 (MSB) 9 Data Bit 7 (MSB)
10 Ground 10 Ground
11 Active Low Light Pen Strobe 11 No Connection
12 +5 Volt Supply 12 +5 Volt Supply
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In the event that trouble is encountered after the
installation of the IGC system. The chart below will help
locate the problem.

Trouble Shooting Chart

Symtom Possible Cause Things to Check

H/Z89, or H/Z19 does
absolutely nothing

Power Supply Fuse,
Power Supply

No power up bel1
from terminal

Terminal Interface Terminal Interface
Cable Cable installation

No second bell from
computer on power up

Off line Off line key,
Interface board CPU Control Cable

Entire screen is
white on power up

Terminal Interface Terminal Interface
Cable Cable installation

Entire screen is blank
except for cursor

Character Generator Character Generator
ROM ROM installation

H/Z89 or H/Z19 runs
but none of the IGC
functions operate

Interface Board, Interface board enable
CPU Interface Cable and port address jumpers

CPU Interface Cable

Video image on screen
flickers, shakes, or
is distorted

IGC Interlace or 5©Hz IGC Configuration
modes, Terminal jumpers (J1-J4)
Interface Cable Terminal Interface

Edges of the video
image are warped, or
uncentered. Circles
are flat or oblong

H/Z89, or H/Z19 video Adjustments on the video
board adjustments board, See your Heath/

Zenith Manual
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Warranty

SigmaSoft and Systems warrants this product to be free
from defective material or workmanship for a period of ninety
(90) days from the date of original purchase.

During this warranty period, SigmaSoft and Systems will
repair, or replace at no charge, components that prove to be
defective, provided the product is returned properly packed to
SigmaSoft and Systems, with shipping charges prepaid.

This warranty does not apply if, in the opinion of
SigmaSoft and Systems, the product has been damaged by accident,
misuse, or improper installation.

This warranty is in lieu of all other representations or
warranties expressed or implied. Linder no circumstances shall
SigmaSoft and Systems be liable for any loss or damage arising
out of the use of, or inability to use, this product.

Repair Service

The Interactive Graphics Controller and supporting
products are all extremely reliable and with proper care should
never need service. However, this support is available directly
from the manufacturer, SigmaSoft and Systems, in the event that
trouble does arise.

If you experience a problem with the IGC, first call or
write SigmaSoft for technical help. Often a problem can be
solved by simply identifying an installation or configuration
error. If the IGC system is malfunctioning, the problem can
usually be isolated to one specific board or cable. Be sure to
mention any special modifications or non—Heath products which
you are using in conjuction with the IGC, such as speed-up mods,
custom interfaces, BIOS changes, etc.

Equipment returned for repair should be well packed with
surrounding shock absorbing material and shipped insured to the
following address.

SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107
Dallas, TX 75234

The standard service fee for products out of warranty is
$15. This fee must be included with the returned products as
well as a detailed description of the problem and a phone number
where you can be reached. There may be additional charges for
replacement parts and return shipping.
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The -Following chart lists all of the parts used to
assemble the Interactive Graphics Controller, Universal Parallel
I/O Board, IGC Power Supply Board, as well as all accompanying
cables and hardware. This chart is provided as an aid to
those who wish to service SigmaSoft equipment themselves.

All of the following parts are available from SigmaSoft
and Systems. Alternate sources are also listed. Parts which do
not specify any source, are difficult to locate and should be
ordered from SigmaSoft. Parts which specify SigmaSoft can only
be obtained from SigmaSoft. Prices given are for SigmaSoft only
and are subject to change without notice.

Guide to Replacement Parts

Description Part Number Sources Price

Descrete Components

1/4 Watt Resistor 47 Ohms J, R, H .06
1/4 Watt Resistor 470 Ohms J, R, H .06
1/4 Watt Resistor 1k Ohms J, R, H .06
1/4 Watt Resistor 4.7k Ohms J, R, H .06
Ceramic Capacitor .047 MFD J, R, H .15
Tantalum Capacitor 4.7 MFD J, R, H .80
Silver Mica Capacitor 10 pf (5%) J, R, H .90
Silver Mica Capacitor 33 pf (57.) J, R, H .90
Silver Mica Capacitor 68 pf (57.) J, R, H .90
Radial Electrolytic Capacitor 6800 MFD 3.00
3 Amp Silicon Rectifier 1N5400 J, R, H .40

Connectors and Sockets

Molex 10 Pin Card Edge 22-16-2101 H, A 4.00
Molex 25 Pin Card Edge 22-16-2251 H, A 8.00
Molex 3 Pin Straight SIP Jumper 22-10-2031 H, A .15
Molex Jump Connector 15-29-1024 H, A s

Molex 8 Pin Straight SIP 22-27-2081 M .40
Molex 10 Pin Straight SIP 22-27-2101 A .50
Molex 12 Pin Straight SIP 22-27-2121 A .60
Molex 12 Pin Right Angle SIP 22-05-3121 A .60
Molex 8 Pin Shell 22-01-2085 A .46
Molex 10 Pin Shell 22-01-2105 A .68
Molex 12 Pin Shell 22-01-2125 A .68
Molex Small Spring Pin 08-50-0114 A, H .14
Molex Large Spring Pin 08-50-0105 A, H .14
Molex Male Pin A, H .16
Molex Female Pin A, H .16
34 Pin Right Angle PCB Header R, H 3.60
34 Pin IDC Socket Connector S34 J, R, H 3.18
Low Profile IC Socket 14 Pin LP J, R, H .70
Low Profile IC Socket 16 Pin LP J,- R, H .80
Low Profile IC Socket 20 Pin LP J, R, H 1.00
Low Profile IC Socket 24 Pin LP J, R, H 1.20
Molex 2 Pin Right Angle Power 09-75-1021 A .50
Molex 2 Pin Straight Power 09-65-1021 A .16
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Molex 3 Pin Straight Power 09-65-1031 A .24
Molex 2 Pin Power Shell
Molex 3 Pin Power Shell
Molex 3 Pin AC Plug Shell
Molex 3 Pin AC Socket Shell

09-50-3021
09—50—3031
432-148
432-149

A
A
H
H

.50

.24

.80

.80

Integrated Circuits

Quad Nand Gate 74LS00 J, A, H .50
Hex Inverter 74LS04 J, A, H .70
Quad And Gate 74LS08 J, A, H .58
Hex Schmitt Inverter 74LS14 J, A, H 1.18
8 Input Nand Gate 74LS30 J, A, H .58
Quad Or Gate 74LS32 J, A, H .78
Dual D Flip Flop 74LS74 J, A, H .98
Quad Exclusive Or Gate 74LSB6 J, A, H .78
Quad Schmitt Trigger Nand Gate 74LS132 J, A, H .75
4 to 1 Multiplexor 74LS153 J, A, H 1.18
Binary to Decimal Decoder 74LS154 J, A, H 2.58
4 Bit Binary Counter 74LS161 J, A, H 1.38
TriState Octal Buffer 74LS244 J, A? H 2.98
TriState Bidirectional Buffer 74LS245 J, A, H 2.98
Octal D Flip Flop With Clear 74LS273 J, A, H 2.98
Octal Transparent Latch 74LS373 J, A, H 2.98
Octal TriState Latch
64k DRAM (Texas Instruments)

256k DRAM (NEC Only)

Cables

CPU Control Cable
Terminal Interface Cable
CPU Interface Cable
AC Power Input Cable
AC Power Output Cable
IGC Power Cable

Hardware

Shoulder Spacer
#4 Bolt 1/4"
#4 Bolt 3/8"
#4 Lock Washer
#4 Nut
#6 Bolt 3/8"
#6 Bolt 5/8"
#6 Lock Washer
#6 Nut
Rubber Bumper
Wire Tie
IGC Right Mounting Bracket
IGC Left Mounting Bracket

74LS374
TMS4164—15
D41256C—15

J, A, H

S
S
S
S
S

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
S
S

2.98
2.00
6.00

12.00
25.00
10.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

.30
.08
.08
.04
.06
.08.10
.04.06
.44.15

12.50
12.50
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Miseel1aneous

Split Bobbin Power Transformer 8V at 1.9 Amps 12.66
+5V 1.5A T03 Voltage Regulator LM309K J, R, H 2.50
Low Profile T03 Heat Sink 672-3B H 1.00
16 Pin 8 Resistor DIP Pack 47 4116R—001470 A 1.54
10 Pin 9 Resistor SIP Pack Ik 4310R—101—102 A .94
10 Pin 9 Resistor SIP Pack 4.7k 4310R-101-472 A .94
IGC Power Supply PC Board Bare LPS S 10.00
Universal Parallel I/O PC Board Bare PIO S 50.00
IGC PC Board Bare IGC S 150.00

Recommended Sources of Supply

Code Company Name and Address

S SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, #107
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 392-1025

J Jameco Electronics
1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-8097

A Hamilton Avnet Electronics
2111 West Walnut Hill Lane
Irving, TX 75062
(214) 659-4111

H Heath Company
Parts Department
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
(616) 982-3571

R Radio Shack Stores

Comments

Phone Orders, COD ($3.00),
Credit Cards, $2.00
Shipping for Small Part
Orders

Good Prices and Delivery,
Phone Orders, COD, Credit
Cards, $15.00 Minimum

Parts Distributor, Good
Prices and Delivery, Phone
Orders, COD, No Minimum

Good Delivery, Phone Orders,
COD, Credit Cards, Must
Have Heath Part Numbers

Local Stores, Poor Stock
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